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ABSTRACT 
In the absence of a thriving Polish music scene in the latter half of the 19th century, Karol 
Szymanowski (1882-193 7) sought inspiration in other traditions. Consequently, his music 
is a cosmopolitan blend of Romantic, impressionistic, and nationalistic styles. Changes in 
Szymanowski' s compositional style over the course of his career can thus be read as 
musical responses to outside stimuli; first to German, then French and fmally, eastern 
European folk trends. The first violin concerto, as the epitome of his "impressionistic" 
period, displays imaginative lyricism and a sensuous and colorful sound world. 1 
Szymanowski was evidently pleased with the result. After fmishing the piece in 
August 1916, he wrote, "I must say I am very happy with the whole thing-again a new, 
different music, but at the same time, a bit of return to the old. The whole thing is terribly 
fantastical and unexpected."2 Written in close collaboration with Kochanski, the 
concerto, together with Myths (1915), exemplifies a "new mode of expression"3 which 
highlighted Kochanski's strengths: an irresistibly sweet lyrical tone and left-hand facility. 
It was this marriage of affmities, a blending of lyricism with innovative coloristic sound 
1 Alistair Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate 
Publishing Company, 1999), 177. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Alistair Wightman, "Szymanowski, Bartok and the Violin," The Musical Times 12211657 
(March 1981), 159. 
v 
effects, which came to signifY Szymanowski' s violin idiom. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide the following: a thorough 
examination of the background, history and style of the first violin concerto, a detailed 
analysis of the work as a whole, and a discussion of performance considerations. Chapter 
One will provide background history and context, including composer biography, 
description ofhis compositional style during his middle period, features of his violin 
idiom, developed in collaboration with his friend Pawel Kochanski as well as the 
immediate circumstances of the concerto ' s composition, with information on its history, 
premieres, and reception. Chapter Two will be a detailed analysis of the piece, addressing 
questions of form, harmony, motive, and genre; these fmdings will contribute to a 
hermeneutic investigation of the piece. Finally, Chapter Three discusses how tools like 
John Rink's "performer's analysis," historical recordings, genre analysis and narrative 
analysis can be used to create a more carefully considered interpretation of the piece. 
Vl 
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Chapter One: Historical Background 
I. Biography 
Karol Szymanowski was born on October 3, 1882 in Tymosz6wka, a town in the 
Russian-controlled Kiev region of the Ukraine. Raised in an artistically talented family of 
landed gentry, he first received his musical education from his father. Later, he would go 
to nearby Elizavetgrad, where his relatives, the Neuhauses, owned a music school and 
oversaw his musical training. 
Szymanowski moved to Warsaw in 1901, studying harmony with Marek Zawirski 
and composition with Zygmunt Noskowski, professors at the Music Institute, the 
forerunner of the Warsaw Conservatory. While active in Warsaw, Szymanowski met 
several personalities who would later influence his work. For instance, in 1904 he 
met Tadeusz Micinski, a poet in the "Young Poland" literary movement, whose evocative 
and mystic poetry was a major source of inspiration for his middle-period works, like the 
Violin Concerto. The composer also met Pawel Kochanski, who took over the violin 
class at the Warsaw Conservatory in 1907, becoming Szymanowski's frequent 
collaborator, close friend, and eventual dedicatee of the Violin Concerto. 
Frustrated by the Polish music scene, Szymanowski formed the Young Polish 
Composers' Publishing Company in 1905 with three other young composers: Grzegorz 
Fitelberg, Ludomir Rozycki, and Apolinary Szeluto. The association was quickly deemed 
by critics "Young Poland in Music," as an analogue to the contemporary "Young Poland" 
literary movement. Their mission was to support new Polish music through concerts and 
publication of the musical works of its members, "avoiding the often burdensome 
1 
dependency on music publishers on the one hand, and all manner of impresarios on the 
other. "4 Financed by Prince Wladyslaw Lubomirski, these young composers began to 
publish their own compositions and organize concerts of their own music abroad. In the 
absence of a joint manifesto, however, they disbanded after six years. 
Szymanowski made several visits to southern Italy, Sicily and North Africa from 
1911-1914 in the company ofhis close friend and confidante Stefan Spiess; these visits 
fed his fascination with Mediterranean and Arab cultures. This burgeoning interest, along 
with a developing awareness of new trends in French music, would later help break down 
his youthful adherence to German Romantic styles. 
The years spent in Tymosz6wka during World War I were also his most prolific. 
Szymanowski was passed over for the army draft (thanks to a childhood knee injury) and 
mostly confined to his childhood home. It was during this period that he composed what 
are widely regarded as his most successful works: the Op. 29 and Op. 34 piano cycles 
Metopy/Metopes and Maski/Masques, respectively; Mity/Mythes (Op. 30) for violin and 
piano; the song cycle Piesni ksir;tniczki/Songs of a Fairy Princess (Op. 31 ); and of course 
the First Violin Concerto and the Third Symphony. 
This period of self-described "splendid isolation" was interrupted by the events of 
the October Revolution of 1917. Shortly after they had transferred their property to 
another house in Elizavetgrad, the Szymanowskis' family home in Tymosz6wka was 
destroyed. Unable to compose and suffering from depression, Szymanowski wrote a full 
4 Alistair Wightman, "Introduction: Szymanowski's Life and Thought," in Szymanowski on 
Music: Selected Writings of Karol Szymanowski, ed. Alistair Wightman (London: Toccata Press, 
1999), 23. 
2 
length novel, Ephebos/The Ephebe, completed in 1919, of which only fragments remain. 
Poland regained its independence in 1918. The Szymanowski family returned to 
Poland on Christmas Eve, having sold the house in Elizavetgrad, but from that point they 
suffered from fmancial difficulties. For this reason, over the next decade Szymanowski 
spent much of his time abroad. In 1920 he went on tour to America with his friends Artur 
Rubinstein and Pawel Kochanski, the first of two such extended visits. 
From 1922-1926, the composer divided his time between Warsaw, Zak:opane and 
Paris. While living in Zak:opane, a health resort in southern Poland, Szymanowski 
became fascinated by the native folk music (G6rale) of the Tatra mountain region. This 
curiosity, combined with a renewed interest in developing a national music for the newly 
liberated Poland, led to a new stylistic period in his oeuvre. Much of his music from this 
period, like the Op. 50 Dwadziescia mazurk6w/20 Mazurkas and the Op. 55 ballet 
Harnasie, was inspired directly by the music of the highlanders. 
Szymanowski was appointed director of the Warsaw Conservatory in 192 7. 
Unfortunately, in 1929, due both to his failing health and to conservative opposition at 
the conservatory, he was forced to resign. He left to receive treatment for tuberculosis at 
the Swiss resort Davos. In 1930, he was appointed rector of the Warsaw Academy of 
Music, but was dismissed again in 1932, when the state dissolved the academy. 
In the last few years of his life, stricken with poverty, Szymanowski undertook 
numerous concert tours across Europe to try and support himself, culminating in a tour of 
Scandinavia in 193 5. These exhausting tours strained his health; he was again diagnosed 
with advanced tuberculosis and forced to give up his home in Zak:opane. Finally, from a 
3 
boarding house in Grasse, he was transferred to sanatoriums in Cannes and then 
Lausanne, where he died on March 29, 1937. 
II. Evolving Musical Styles 
Szymanowski's arrival in Warsaw in 1901 coincided with the recent establishment of the 
Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra, seen by many as a breath of fresh air in the city's 
musical life. However, his continued frustrations with the conservatism of the Polish 
musical scene led to his activities with the "Young Poland in Music" movement, for him 
an attempt to take the reins independently in establishing a Polish music that could 
compete with the more progressive musical trends of other nations. During his early 
Warsaw years (190 1-1906), Szymanowski studied the works of Chopin, Scriabin, 
Beethoven and Brahms and later (1907-1914) Reger, Strauss and Wagner. Activities 
with the "Young Poland" group took Szymanowski to Berlin, Leipzig and Dresden, 
where he and his companions enthusiastically absorbed the musical culture. His fellow 
composer Apolinary Szeluto wrote: "We went many times with Karol Szymanowski, 
Grzegorz Fitelberg and Ludomir Rozycki to concerts by the Berlin Philharmonic. We 
heard the premiere performance of the Sinfoniette by Max Reger. We attended the Berlin 
opera together and we also frequented and attended artistic Bohemian receptions in the 
hospitable home of the R6zycki's ... "5 
Szymanowski's admiration for the works of German progressives like Wagner 
and Strauss influenced early works like the Concert Overture in E major (Op. 12) and his 
5 Teresa Chylmska, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Works, trans. John Glowacki (Los Angeles: 
Friends of Polish Music, 1993), 40. 
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Symphony No. 1 in F minor (Op. 15) even as he struggled to create his own style. As a 
young man, enamored with German music and philosophy, he wrote, "I am afraid of the 
too-powerful influence of the style of Strauss, since I have yet to get my bearings in this 
field and involuntarily stick to that which impresses me most in this respect."6 However, 
back in Poland, his works were poorly received and criticized as being unpatriotic. The 
critic Polinski wrote: 
... we presently fmd influences of an evil spirit that depraves creativity, attempting to 
dispossess original individuality and nationality and changing them into parrots with 
clumsy imitations of Wagner and Strauss ... Hopefully Messrs. Szymanowski and 
Rozycki will soon liberate themselves from this influence. Only then would they have the 
right to use the title 'Young Poland' inadvertently given to them. What kind of 'Poland' 
is it which does not serve the country, as Chopin and Moniuszko did, but subordinates 
itself slavishly to a season of German music ... ? 7 
Szymanowski himself worried about his debt to the German masters. Later in life 
he would write: "It is of no use pointing out my German influences during a certain 
period of my life. I know more about it and better than whichever critic. I know very well 
my struggles with the ghosts of conventionality, with suffocating nightmares, which I 
was able to strangle, however. "8 Convinced that his relationship with the German 
Romantics could not be long lasting, he gradually sought inspiration elsewhere. 
New influences soon began to enter his life. In 1909, 1911, and 1914, 
Szymanowski travelled to Italy, Sicily and North Africa, where he was deeply impressed 
by the ancient ruins, the exotic landscapes, and the beautiful architecture of the Greek, 
Byzantine and Arabian civilizations. In the summer of 1914, he traveled to Paris and 
London to visit his friends Artur Rubinstein and Pawel KochaiJ.ski, where he met, among 
6 Teresa Chylinska, Karol Szymanowski, 35. 
7 Ibid., 42. 
8 Ibid., 43. 
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other famous musical personalities, Igor Stravinsky. Szymanowski wrote: "Stravinsky (of 
Russian Ballets fame) is a genius-! am terribly excited by him and as a consequence I 
am beginning to hate the Germans. "9 
In his travels during the pre-WWI years, he was often exposed to the new works 
ofDebussy, Ravel, and Stravinsky, like the ballets Pelleas et Melisande, Daphnis et 
Chloe, Petrushka, and Le Chant du Rossignol. What he heard strengthened his interest in 
modern French music, an interest that would stay with him throughout his life. He later 
wrote: "I shall never cease in the conviction that a true and deep understanding of French 
music, of its content, its form and its further evolution, is one of the conditions for the 
development of our Polish music."10 
There are obvious parallels between Szymanowski's middle-period works and 
those of contemporary French music. Most apparent are similar textural surfaces, a 
special attention to color and timbre, as well as deeper harmonic underpinnings. Jim 
Samson describes these harmonic similarities in detail: 
In the works of 1915, [Szymanowski's] response to Debussy and Ravel was immediate ... 
Two classes of harmony inspired by Debussy and Ravel became part of the substance of 
Szymanowski' s middle-period language. The first of these explores the ambivalence 
which can be created between tonal leanings of some Dominant quality formations and 
their whole tone properties, as well as the ambivalence between tonal hierarchies and 
non-tonal symmetries based on uni-intervallic formation. The second class of harmony is 
concerned with the interplay and at times opposition of white-note patterns and black-
note patterns, often with the strong suggestion of conflicting pentatonic motifs and an 
underlying tritonal bitonality. 11 
9 Adrian Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005), 5. 
10 Jim Samson, "Szymanowski: An Interior Landscape," Proceedings of the Royal Musical 
Association 106 (1979-1980): 69. 
11 Jim Samson, "The Use of Analytical Models in the Analysis of Szymanowski' s Harmonic 
Language," in Szymanowski in seiner Zeit, ed. Michal Bristiger, Roger Scruton, Petra Weber-
Bockholdt (Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1984), 150. 
6 
Perhaps in contrast to his earlier, more slavish imitation of Strauss, however, 
these newer French influences combined with a personal mythology, drawn from Greek 
and Oriental history, to create a synthesis of styles unique to Szymanowski's middle-
period works. Jim Samson argues that Szymanowski's "interior landscape" was a 
crucible for all these outside influences, from which he developed his unique personal 
idiom. 
Extra-musical inspiration from Greek and oriental antiquity helped to create for the 
composer an interior landscape of exotic imagery, material for dream and fantasy ... 
Indeed Szymanowski's interest in Tadeusz Miciitski, who inspired so many of his works, 
undoubtedly encouraged his withdrawal in this private world of the imagination, detached 
and unspoiled. This inner world, by means of which he could distance the immediacy of 
life, was formed largely from his nostalgic recollection of travels to Italy, Sicily, and 
North Africa and from his extensive readings about the history, geography and culture of 
Greece and the Arab lands. It was in large measure the strength of this inner world of 
imagery, much of it culled from mythological sources, which enabled the composer to 
absorb and transcend those musical influences which he clearly needed, for the imagery 
itself, through its musical stylization, created a unique world of sound. 12 
III. The First Violin Concerto's "Hidden Program" 
Szymanowski's affinity for the poetry ofTadeusz Micillski is well documented. He set 
Micmski's texts to song, as in Op. 11 and Op. 20, orchestrated incidental music for 
Micinski's play, Kniai Patiomldn/Prince Potemldn, used Micmski's translation of 
Rumi's Song of the Night for his Third Symphony, and loosely based his opera, Krol 
Roger/King Roger on Micmski's play, Bazillisa Teofanu. In particular, a poem by 
Micinski may have also served as the inspiration for the First Violin Concerto. Zdzislaw 
Jachimecki, author of Szymanowski's first biography from 1928, claims that the literary 
basis of the First Violin Concerto is Micmski's poem, entitled Noc Majowa, or "May 
12 Jim Samson, "Szymanowski: An Interior Landscape," 71. 
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Night." While there has been no conclusive evidence proving this hypothesis, it is 
perhaps significant that Szymanowski did not deny Jachimecki's claim after having 
received a copy of the manuscript before it was published. Jachimecki provides as further 
proof of the link the existence of a quotation from Sheherazade (a movement from 
Szymanowski's Masques, op. 34), as well as the ecstatic, fantastic atmosphere common 
to both works. The poem runs as follows: 
Asses in crowns settle on the grass-
Fireflies kiss wild roses-
And death flits away on the pond 
And plays his wanton song. 
Ephemerids 
Flying in the dance-
0 flowers ofthe lake, Nereids! 
Pan plays on his pipes in the oak-grove. 
Epemerids, 
Flying in the dance, 
Flying in the dance 
In amorous tangle 
The eternally young Embrace 
And celebrate-
With deadly shaft 
They penetrate. 
In the twinkling blue wave 
Gold carp and roach, 
And patient kingfishers 
Gaze with their eyes of steel-
And in the black forest the clatter of the forge, 
Midst the rowan the kestrels with eyes like tinder 
In merry piping and songs, 
I fly through the woods 
To the nocturnal revels, 
Held in the forest glades. 
All birds do me homage, 
For today is my wedding with the goddess. 
And nearby at the lake, 
I stand in crimson blossom, 
Tears of joy fall with rapture and terror, 
Burning in amorous conflagration-
Fire embraces these ancient trees, 
8 
And they weep with pitchy tears, 
And a friendly gull-from the Arctic seas 
Runs an Aureole over us. 
Ah, crimson creepers of fakirs, 
Ah, kingly starlight of cactus, 
Ah, two glass tombs and amidst the palls 
The eternal fire of our hearts. 
The kind of the Griffons stretches his wings, 
Stirred from his beloved swan-
Amidst the fiery steeds and manes 
We hurry with the crowds of cloudy Noms-
Upwards under us-
And the snow with its fleece-
As if waves were gushing from the earth-
And all around the sapphire immensity-
And fire-and forests-and these owls 
Staring with terrorstruck eyes at 
The divine madness of our festival. 
But derisive tears flow on me, 
Because our lips cannot meet, 
And while the river oozes into the sea, 
We stand in mute terror; 
In rapture, in bloody conflagration, 
And in our hands bound with flowers, 
Rust-colored stigmata trickle trhough. 
The few dying Ephemerids 
Fall at my feet with a rustle, 
And the black ant grave-diggers 
Bury them under the snake-weed. 
Once I wondered through those pillars 
That Abderrahman created for his beloved, 
Sheherazade, in the amethyst night, 
When in the heavens, talismans burned-
... I heard the bray of an ass-
Ah, how hopeless-
How savage and harsh a flute. 
But never in the human throat 
Did such a spirit release 
Such a cry from the depths as of one damned. 
I do not rival him! 
Ephemerids, 
Flying in the dance-
0 flowers ofthe lake, Nereids-
Pan plays on his pipes in the oak-grove. 13 
13 From Alistair Wightman, Karol Szymanowski, His Life and Work (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate 
9 
Micittski was a gnostic poet and writer of the "Young Poland" movement, whose 
works were precursors to those of the Expressionist and Surrealist movements. Like his 
other works, Noc Majowa is full of unexpected contrasts, painting a strange world that 
combines Romantic Gothic, Dionysian and Arabian imagery. Alternately erotic and 
apocalyptic in tone, it repeats motives of flying, burning, weeping, and dying throughout. 
The sensuous revelry and the merry promise ofthe wedding in the poem's beginning later 
give way to the ecstatic terror ofthe narrator's "mad festival." Aside from the 
Sheherazade quotation (compare the mm. 7-8 from No.1 of the Op. 34 Masques to mm. 
248-249 ofthe Violin Concerto), however, there is little evidence to connect the two 
works definitively. Yet, in hearing the evocative shimmer, chirp and whir of the 
concerto's orchestral introduction, the languid amatory atmosphere surrounding the solo 
violin's principal theme, or the angry "disillusioned" dissonance of the second orchestral 
interlude, perhaps we cannot blame Jachimecki for hearing the vivid imagery of the poem 
reflected in the fantasy sound world of the concerto. 
Publishing Ltd, 1999), 1 79-180. 
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IV. Szymanowski and Kochanski's Violin Idiom 
No discussion of Szymanowski's violin works would be complete without mention of 
violinist Pawel Kochanski, the composer's longtime friend and collaborator, to whom the 
First Violin Concerto is dedicated. The two often collaborated closely during the 
compositional process, as with the violin pieces, Berceuse, Danse Sauvage, and L 'Aube; 
in 1931, they also co-wrote a few transcriptions of Szymanowski's earlier pieces, namely, 
PieHl Roksany/Roxana 's song, Taniec z "Harnasi6w''/Dance from "Harnasie, " and 
Zar:tyjz(( kuniu. The First Violin Concerto in particular was composed in twelve days in 
August 1916, while the pair vacationed together in Zarudzie (Kochanski assisted the 
composer and wrote the cadenza). Szymanowski writes: 
... can I not claim to be the earliest of his pupils in this field, being indebted to him alone 
for imparting to me his profow1dly penetrating ' secret knowledge of the violin' ... With 
touching patience, enthusiasm and selflessness, he let me into the secret of his uncanny 
metier which opened up simply unimaginable horizons. And so, from Mythes, Notturno, 
the First Violin Concerto, as well as some of his own transcriptions of my works . .. the 
chain of our mutual experiences extended link by link until it was completed fmally by 
the Second Violin Concerto.14 
In addition, the composer claimed to have created together with Kochanski, in Mythes 
(1915) and Violin Concerto No. 1 (1916) "a new style, a new mode of expression for the 
violin, something quite epoch-making on that score. All works by other composers 
related to this style (no matter how much creative genius they revealed) came later, that is 
through the direct influence of Myths, and the Concerto, or else through direct 
collaboration with Pawel." 15 
14 Karol Szymanowski, "In Memory ofPawel Kochanski," in Szymanowski on Music, ed. Alistair 
Wightman (London: Toccata Press, 1999), 357. 
15 Alistair Wightman, "Szymanowski, Bartok and the Violin," The Musical Times, 122 (1981): 
159. 
11 
In examining the specific elements of Szymanowski's violin idiom, there does not 
seem to be anything groundbreaking in the techniques themselves. Techniques like 
tremolando, harmonics, triple and quadruple pizzicato, simultaneous left hand pizzicato 
and area, and notated portamento had already had been employed by earlier virtuosos 
such as Paganini and Joachim. Perhaps the only really new technique was the use of 
quarter-tones and the chains of double-stopped seconds and sevenths in the Op. 30 
Mythes. 
However, Wightman claims: 
It is not so much the techniques themselves that are new as the way in which they are 
made the basis of a personal idiom. Far from being gilt on stale gingerbread, like so much 
19111-century virtuosity, Szymanowski's requirements are essential to the musical 
argument in that his virtuoso devices have an inherent coloristic musical value and are 
not merely vehicles for ornamental exhibitionism. 16 
This is readily apparent in the Op. 35 Violin Concerto, which in its more lyrical 
inclination already employs fewer coloristic devices than the Op. 30 Mythes. Here, for 
example, the smear of parallel fifths in m. 261-263 and the wild glissando ofmm. 358-
360 are less overt displays ofvirtuosity, functioning as jarring sonic interruptions 
ushering in the new scherzando sections. Similarly, the double-stopped major sevenths of 
mm. 192-195, while virtuosic, function more as a disturbing perversion of the innocence 
of m. 63 than as a mere technical display. 
Furthermore, the ideal synergy ofthe Szymanowski-Kochanski collaboration 
highlighted the pair' s unique sense of lyricism. Wightman writes: 
16 Ibid., 161. 
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Kochanski was renowned for his captivatingly sweet tone, and his own transcriptions, 
like the Szymanowski works, are notable for the use of a highly developed left-hand 
technique but an apparently restrained use ofthe bow. Ostentatious effects are not much 
in evidence, although the often very high, sustained lines, exemplified in 'The Fountains 
of Arethusa' (Myths no 1) present considerable more subtle difficulties. The results of 
this rethinking of traditional techniques are indeed striking, and the innovatory qualities 
of the style are further intensified by the way in which Szymanowski fused the violin and 
piano parts in a new coloristic entity so that the piano is no longer an 'accompaniment' or 
even part of a dialogue.17 
This synchronicity is especially evident in the First Violin Concerto, where the 
high tessitura of the solo violin is not only beautifully expressive and lyrical, but 
necessary for the violin to be heard above the expanded orchestral forces. In addition, the 
way that the solo violin seamlessly emerges from the orchestra texture, as if they were a 
single entity, echoes the way the violin and piano parts are fused in Mythes. I will further 
discuss this unique violin-orchestra relationship in next chapter. 
V. Immediate Circumstances of the Concerto's Composition 
After an arduous and prolific year in 1915, spent primarily in Tymosz6wka, 
Szymanowski escaped to Russia, where Kochanski had recently been appointed professor 
at St. Petersburg Conservatory. In Moscow, the conductor Alexander Siloti insistently 
inquired about new orchestral works available for performance. Excited by the prospect 
of new concerts, Szymanowski promised him both the Third Symphony and the Violin 
Concerto, with Kochanski as soloist. He returned to Tymosz6wka that summer to 
compose both works for the following season. 
The Third Symphony was scheduled for a premiere in Petrograd on November 19, 
1916, while the premiere of the First Violin Concerto was scheduled for February 8, 
17 Ibid. 
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1917. Having finished the Third Symphony, sending the score with Kochanski back to 
Russia in August 1916, Szymanowski assured Siloti in a letter dated July 21 , 1916 from 
Tymosz6wka: "Meanwhile the Violin concerto is in sketches, but in December-January, 
for sure I'll have time to finish it off."18 
When Siloti sent the newly printed programmes for the season back to 
Szymanowski in August, Szymanowski replied: "It was an enormous pleasure to see my 
name on the programmes ... I hope that Kochanski sent you the score. I am now terribly 
worried and anxious that it is satisfactory. Anyway, we shall see! I am arriving in 
Petrograd at the end of October as I still have a good deal of work to do on the 
concerto. " 19 
The detailed sketches for the concerto were finished quite soon after the letter. 
While Szymanowski and Kochanski were visiting the composer's distant relative 
Jarosznski in Zarudzie, the entire work was finished in 12 days. Szymanowski writes to 
his friend, Stefan Spiess, in a letter dated August 27, 1916: "I finished the concerto with 
the help ofPawel (the detailed sketch, that is, the full score has still to be done.)"20 And a 
few months later, "I must say I am very happy with the whole thing-again a new, 
different music, but at the same time, a bit of a return to the old. The whole thing is 
terribly fantastical and unexpected."21 Later, in another letter to Spiess, dated September 
25, 1916: "The Violin Concerto is completely different [from the Third Symphony]! Not 
18 Kamel Michalowski, Karol Szymanowski, 1882-1937: Thematic Catalogue ofWorks and 
Bibliography (Krakow: PWM, 1967), 129. 
19 Teresa Chylinska, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Works, trans. John Glowacki (Los 
Angeles: Friends ofPolish Music, 1993), 108. 
20 Teresa Chylinska, Karol Szymanowski, 115. 
21 Ibid. 
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so profound-but with great charm and not so complicated an orchestration."22 
The premiere of the Third Symphony was continually pushed back and eventually 
postponed to the following season, while the date for the Violin Concerto's premiere 
remained set for February. After promising Siloti the material would be ready in January 
1917, Szymanowski contracted scarlet fever: "Well, I arrived in Kiev at the beginning of 
January to attend to really awful (not personal) matters ... After sorting them out tolerably 
well, I was to have returned to Petrograd when suddenly I fell ill with a rather serious 
attack of scarlet fever (19th of January) I endured this illness in very difficult and trying 
conditions in someone else's cold flat ... Because I could not arrive, my orchestral work 
had to be postponed until autumn ... "23 However, in February, the defeat ofRussia on the 
German front and the abdication of Czar Nicholas led to revolutionary changes, and the 
concert was canceled. Szymanowski would have to wait until after the war for the first 
performance of the concerto. 
After the end of the war, the premiere was finally given by the violinist J6zef 
Ozirniilski on November 15t, 1922 in Warsaw. Szymanowski wrote to Kochanski, by that 
time residing in the USA, that all his expectations had been surpassed: "The sound is so 
magical that people here have been completely transfixed at this point. Imagine, 
Pawelcek, that the violin comes out on top the whole time! It may be 3-4 bars, where the 
orchestra obscures it! It is my greatest triumph."24 
He retained a strong affection for the piece throughout his life. To the 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid., 109. 
24 Alistair Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate 
Publishing, 1999), 177. 
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Kochanskis, January 6, 1929 from Edlach: "It is a strange thing that all that is best and 
fmest in my life is in some strange way inextricably connected with you in music, 
because it is no use talking, I feel with every nerve, every emotion that, for example, my 
concerto, where so much is Pawel's, is up to now my best and favorite composition."25 
Later, to Herztka, his publisher at Universal Edition: " ... it is one of my favorite works; 
in reality it is a symphonic work for rather large orchestra with solo violin, but it gives 
the impression of a concerto." 26 
As previously stated, the premiere of the concerto was given in Warsaw, 
November 1, 1922, with J6zef0zi:rn.illski and the Warsaw Philharmonic, conducted by 
Emil Mlynarski. Subsequent performances were given in Prague, June 2, 1924, with 
violinist Alma Moodie and Grzegorz Fitelberg conducting the International Festival of 
Contemporary Music Society; as well as in Paris, November 27, 1924, with violinist 
Hortense de Sampigny, conducted by Phillipe Gaubert. Pawel Kochanski, to whom the 
piece was dedicated, fmally played its American premiere in New York on December 2, 
1924, conducted by Leopold Stokowski, followed by another performance in 
Philadelphia, December 1924. 
The fust recording of the piece was made by Eugenia U:rn.illska in 1948 with the 
Orkestra Philharmonia, conducted by Grzegorz Fitelberg.27 Umiilska also recorded a 
second version with Fitelberg in 1955 with the National Polish Radio Symphony 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Parlophone Records, 20653-55 
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Orchestra.28 The third recording was by Ayla Erduran with Stanislaw Wislocki 
conducting the State Orchestra Philharmonic ofPoznan.29 Roman Totenberg recorded the 
piece in 1959 with the same conductor and orchestra.3° Finally, David Oistrakh recorded 
the concerto in 1960 with Kurt Sanderling conducting the Leningrad Philharmonic.31 The 
manuscript is currently housed in the Szymanowski Archives at the Warsaw University 
Library in Poland. 
28 Muza X, 2554-56 
29 Muza XL, 0041 (195 8) 
30 Muza XL, 0051 
31 (ZSRRD-05180-81) 
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Chapter Two: Analysis of the Concerto 
I. Form 
Szymanowski' s first violin concerto abandons the traditional sonata-based, three-
movement concerto form in favor of a fantasy-like, one-movement structure. While 
precursors have featured movements that were to be played one after another without 
pause, 32 the solo violin protagonist of the Szymanowski concerto seems instead to 
journey seamlessly between episodes of extremely different moods and characters. A 
typical performance lasts about 25 minutes, during which the music consistently 
alternates between slow lyrical sections and faster scherzando passages. 
There are few similarities between the form of this concerto and nineteenth-
century sonata-based concerto form. 33 While the Szymanowski violin concerto retains the 
alternating tutti-solo exchange common to concerto form and its precursor, the baroque 
ritornello form, it does not follow the specific three-part formal division of sonata form. 
For instance, its thematic material recurs more often than in a traditional sonata 
movement; the frequent return and development of previous thematic sections provide 
structure for the piece. Another difference is in treatment of harmony. In sonata form, 
32 For example, the ftrst two movements of the Mendelssohn e minor violin concerto are linked 
by a long held bassoon note, while the second and last movement are joined by a brief 14-bar 
transitional passage, played attaca. 
33 I interpret nineteenth-century concerto form as a looser version of the standard eighteenth-
century concerto form, as de:fmed by William E. Caplin in his book, Classical Form. It includes 
" 1) an opening ritornello for orchestra alone, 2) a solo section (with orchestral accompaniment), 
3) a subordinate-key ritornello that reinforces modulation, 4) a solo section functioning as sonata 
development, 5) a solo section functioning as sonata recapitulation, and 6) a closing ritornello for 
orchestra (usually interrupted by a solo cadenza) that completes the structural frame. " While 
nineteenth-century composers experimented with this framework in different ways, they usually 
retained the sonata principle as an organizational tool. 
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cyclical treatment of harmony is of central importance: the most salient events in the 
recapitulation are the arrivals of the first and second themes in the home key of the 
exposition. In the Szymanowski, there is no exact harmonic return, as the principal 
material that begins in Ab major ends in A major. Instead of the harmonic "resolution" 
typical of sonata movements, there is a free return of the principal thematic material. 
Other the other hand, the long-range episodic alternation of thematic areas does 
bear resemblance to sonata rondo form (ABACABA). As in rondo form, the principal 
thematic group A alternates with contrasting thematic groups B and C. (See Table 2-1 
below) Ostensibly, the only omission keeping the piece from achieving full-fledged 
sonata rondo form would be an extra A section between groups C and B in Section IV. 
However, the more static presentation of alternating themes and episodes in different 
keys seems too simplistic a way to describe the constantly developing thematic material 
in the Szymanowski concerto. Perhaps part of what drives a traditional rondo form is in 
seeing how far away one can wander away in the episodes, before arriving back at the 
familiarity and stability of the refrain. In the Szymanowski, the return of thematic group 
A may outwardly seem like a refrain, but its dramatic transformation over the course of 
the entire work provides the real narrative journey for the listener. In a way, the form of 
the violin concerto combines the architectonic structure and recurring episodes of rondo 
form with the free flow of a fantasia. 34 
34 By the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the fantasia had expanded from its early origins in 
virtuoso keyboard and lute pieces based on improvised material. William Drabkin writes: "the 
fantasia, like the slow introduction to a sonata-allegro movement, a variation set or a fugue, 
provided the means for an expansion of forms, both thematically and emotionally. The sonata 
itself had crystallized into a more or less rigid formal scheme, and the fantasia offered far greater 
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Jim Samson describes the overall scheme of the concerto as the alternation of the 
three principal thematic groups, A, B, and C: 
A- B - dev. A- C- dev. B - Cadenza- dev. A. 
Samson then provides the following outline for the piece: 
1. Fantasy 1 
First quick section - Climax 1 
Fantasy 2 
2. Thematic Group A 
Fantasy 3 
Dev. A- Climax 2 
3. Second quick section- Thematic Group B 
Fantasy 4 
Dev. A - Climax 3 
4. Thematic Group C - Climax 4 
Dev.B 
Cadenza 
5. Climax 5 based on A 
Fantasy 5 
Closing reference to C 
Samson's outline shows a climax in each of the five sections, as well as thematic 
groups interspersed with fantasy episodes. He writes, "It is after the cadenza that 
Szymanowski places the concerto' s main climax ... The gradual, carefully paced 
progression to this climax is aided by several subsidiary climaxes of graded intensities, 
freedom in the use of thematic material and virtuoso writing. As a result the 19th-century fantasia 
grew in size and scope to become as musically substantial as large-scale, multi-movement 
works." The absence of separate movements, a loosely cyclical nature, the extreme proliferation 
of themes and their free transformations in the Szymanowski concerto all point to the fantasia. 
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acting as signposts to the final peak. The cumulative effect is further strengthened by the 
placing of the major thematic groups ... "35 Through the composer' s skillful pacing and his 
"interlocking pattern of statement and development," Samson claims the concerto is able 
to maintain narrative continuity, as "there is no real psychological break in [the piece's] 
development until the cadenza close to the end."36 
Alistair Wightman provides a more detailed analysis of the form of the piece, 
dividing it into five spans and organizing it by thematic group, underlying motivic cell, 
and harmony. Wightman emphasizes the concerto ' s "thematic flux" and "mosaic-like 
structure of the five component spans." His analysis is mainly motivic, detailing the 
"connections ... frequently made by the recurring use of oscillating rhythms and melodic 
patterns, others through the use of a three-note cell, which in its most characteristic form 
consists of a minor third and semitone."37 
Both Samson and Wightman divide the piece into five sections/spans, though the 
boundaries of the sections vary slightly. Both also recognize the return of thematic 
material from Section II in Section III, as well as the return of material from Section III in 
Section IV and material from Section II after the cadenza. However, while Samson 
acknowledges that the "most important group of themes in the work (A) appears in the 
second section," neither writer comments on the introductory nature of the first section, 
which in my analysis is labeled as a prelude. I have provided my own diagram of the 
35 Jim Samson, The Music of Szymanowski (New York: Tap linger Publishing Co., Inc. , 1981 ), 
118. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Alistair Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate 
Publishing Company, 1999) 180. 
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form of the piece below in Table 2-1. In general, each of these five sections begins softly 
and ends with a major climax played by the orchestra alone. 
Table 2-1: Form ofthe Violin Concerto, Op. 35 
Sections I n Ill IV v 
Measures 1-145 146-250 251-425 426-562 563-667 
Form Prelude A-dev A B-dev A C-dev B Cadenza- dev A-
coda 
Harmony/Tonal Gb -G/D -Ab Ab-D-F# F#-D-G G-E/B-A F-F#-A 
Centers 
The first section of the piece mainly features music of two distinct characters: 
first, the slower, more harmonically static material of the solo violin's first entrance, with 
its improvisatory and rhapsodic melodies, which suddenly gives way to a faster, frenetic 
scherzando halfway through the section. Along the way, four motives that I will call X, 
Y, Z, and Whole-tone are presented. All four will appear later in the piece in different 
forms. 
Ex. 2-1: Motive X 
Section I, m. 22 
Ex. 2-2: Motive Y 
Section I, mm. 63-64 
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Ex. 2-3: Motive Z 
Section I, m. 118 
Ex. 2-4: Whole-tone motive 
Section I, m. 5 
Table 2-2: Description of Section I 
Measure numbers Tempo marking Description 
Section I: Prelude 
(mm.l-145) 
1-19 Vivace assai Orchestral introduction 
19-32 Poco meno mosso Solo violin frrst entrance and statement, 
includes 6 variations on motive X 
32-45 Subito piu mosso Orchestra interlude: in m. 45 oboe 
presents variation on motive X 
45-71 Piu tranquil/a Violin second statement; m. 63-64 
violin Qresents motive Y 
71-134 Subito vivace assai New scherzando character; in m. 118, 
violin presents motive Z 
134-145 Poco sostenuto Orchestral tutti climax and denouement 
The second section begins with a "restart": string tremolo, static harmonies, 
hushed pianissimo dynamic and fluttery woodwind melodies point to the texture of the 
very beginning of the piece. After a brief transition, the solo violin finally presents the 
principal theme, here labeled Theme A. This theme, specifically its latter half, is the most 
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recognizable "tune" in the work, as it appears the most often. It is also the most 
structurally important, because it reappears several times later in the piece, and, most 
significantly, at the climax of the concerto. With each of its many returns, Theme A helps 
to shape and define the unique formal structure of the piece. In Section II, Theme A is 
stated and developed several times. Finally, the section ends with an orchestral climax on 
the second half of the A theme. 
Ex. 2-5: Theme A 
e.- p do/ce espress. 
Section II, nun. 160-168 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
© Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal EditionA.G., Wien/UE 6624 
Table 2-3: Description of Section II 
Section II: A themes 
(mm 146-250) 
146-250 Ancoro poco meno Restart, followed by orchestral introduction 
to principal theme (A) 
160-192 Andantino Violin presents A theme, which is then 
developed 
192-200 Poco accelerando Y motive (in M7ths) interruption and 
climax on A theme; further development of 
A theme 
200-250 Lento assai Further development of A theme; orchestral 
tutti and climax on A theme 
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The third section of the piece begins softly with a remembrance of the Y motive 
from the first section, before tumbling forward, poco accelerando, into a group of themes 
I have labeled Theme (group) B. The double-stopped 16ths ofTheme Bare followed by a 
variation in triplets, then another variation with dotted rhythms and a lighter, grazioso 
character. After the statement and development of these themes comes a slow languorous 
"waltz" loosely based on the five-note beams of Theme A, and then a return to both Y 
motive and A theme material. Finally, an orchestral climax based on the second half of 
Theme A ends the section. 
Ex. 2-6a: Theme B 
Section III, mm. 272-284 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
©Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
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Ex. 2-6b: Theme B, "triplet" variation 
8 8 
~ 8 8 fmarcatissimo 
Section III, mm. 286-287 
Ex. 2-6c: Theme B, "grazioso" variation 
~; 8 8 8 8 
p dolce gra~io.m ----=============== 
Section III, mm. 306-307 
Table 2-4: Description of Section III 
Section III: B themes, 
return of A themes 
(mm. 251-425) 
251-260 Lento assai, poco Solo violin plays motive Y, transition to 
accelerando scherzando section 
260-271 Subito vivace assai Introduction to secondary theme group 
j(B) 
272-282 Vivace scherzando B theme presented 
283-304 B theme triplet variation 
306-321 Alle~tto wazioso B theme "wazioso" variation 
322-333 Vivace (come sopra) Return to original B theme 
334-341 Poco meno mosso ma Orchestral transition (diminution of A 
sempre vivace e theme's five-note beams) 
scherzando 
342-358 Poco meno, Allegretto "Waltz" theme section: variation on A 
theme's five-note beams 
358-363 Piu mosso. Vivace Transition 
364-381 Vivace Solo passagework in scherzando 
character (compare to mm. 1 00-111) 
382-389 Poco piu mosso Motive Y in M7ths 
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390-401 Poco sostenuto A theme augmentation 
402-406 Poco allargando Motive Y 
406-425 Molto vivace Orchestral tutti climax on A theme and 
denouement 
The fourth section of the piece features more new material reminiscent of the 
motives heard in Section I. It begins with the "Habanera" theme based on the hemiola 
rhythm and falling contour of motive X, and continues with several repetitions of Theme 
C, based on whole-tone motive Z. Theme B returns in the same key it first appeared, and 
the section ends with a climax on B themes, halting dramatically before the violin's 
cadenza entrance. 
Ex. 2-7: Theme C 
Section IV, mm. 455-462 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
© Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
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Table 2-5: Description of Section IV 
Section IV: C themes, 
return of B themes 
(mm 425-562) 
425-430 Tempo comodo, Orchestral transition and introduction 
Allegretto 
431-454 Violin presents and develops new 
"Habanera" theme based on motive X 
455-487 Theme C presented (first half of theme C 
is based on motive Z) then restated 3 
times in different keys 
487-497 Subito piu mosso, Theme C presented in scherzando 
scherzando character; transition 
497-526 L 'istesso tempo Return of B theme "f{razioso" variation 
527-562 Vivace (Tempo I) B theme recap; climax on B themes in 
551 
The fifth and last section of the piece starts with the violin cadenza, which weaves 
together themes from the different sections. The orchestra reenters to play an extended 
coda without the solo violin, building up to the climax of the whole piece on Theme A. 
After another restart, the violin restates Theme A, and the piece finishes with a short 
light-hearted scherzando passage, ending on the pitch A. 
Table 2-6: Description of Section V 
Section V: Cadenza, Cadenza and coda 
return of A themes and 
Coda (mm 563-667) 
563-593 Cadenza mm. 566-568: motive Y 
m. 576: seem. 52 
mm. 578-580: B theme triplet variation 
mm. 581-582: A theme diminution 
(mm. 342-345) 
mm. 583-588: B theme triplet variation 
589 Allegro moderato Orchestra reentrance 
609-616 Motive Y with M7ths, augmented 
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617-628 A theme, augmented 
629-638 A theme variations 
639-645 Orchestral tutti climax on A theme 
648-650 Lento assai, subito poco Restart (seem. 148) 
animato 
651-661 Meno mosso Violin plays A and C themes 
662-667 Subito animato, poco Short scherzando coda 
scherzando 
While the first section, labeled "Prelude" in my analysis, is not a traditional 
introduction per se, it can be argued that it does have an introductory function within the 
form of the piece as a whole. The first section is musically "suggestive," introducing 
important motives and ideas for the rest of the work among other thematic material that 
does not recur. The second section is more "presentational," beginning with the all-
important principal theme, which is developed over the course of the section and the 
work as a whole. Between the two sections is a "restart," which helps to delineate the 
boundaries of each section and suggests a new beginning. I will discuss further reasons 
for my labeling the first section "prelude" below. 
A survey of standard violin concerto beginnings before 191638 reveals that while a 
concerto does not always begin with an orchestral exposition, when the violin first enters 
38 I examined the beginnings of 40 violin concertos written before 1916, including those of 
Vivaldi, Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Bruch, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Dvorak, Saint-
Saens, Tchaikovsky, Brahms, Glazunov, Lalo, Paganini, Wieniawski, Barber, Prokofiev, Sibelius, 
Bartok, Elgar, and Nielsen. Of these, only two concertos contained a beginning where the solo 
violin did not enter on the principal theme. In the first movement of Bruch's concerto no. 1 in g 
minor (1866), the solo violin plays a short recitative-like introduction to the main Allegro of the 
first movement. Interestingly, the entire :first movement is entitled "Vorspiel." The other notable 
example is that ofNielsen's violin concerto (1911). The section entitled Praeludium before the 
first Allegro cavalleresco is seven minutes long, cycling through different tempos and characters. 
However, it is unlike the Szymanowski in that the orchestra part is thinner and less active, 
behaving more like the orchestra in a recitativo obbligato than usual full-bodied tutti in a 
concerto. 
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it almost always begins with the principal theme; that is, the theme that is the most 
recognizable because it appears the most often, and that is the most structurally 
important, because it comes back at the beginning of the recapitulation. Also, when the 
first entrance of the soloist is not on the main theme, it is on some sort of slow, recitative-
like "introductory" material (e.g. the first movement of Max Bruch's frrst violin concerto 
in G minor). Usually this type of introduction is relatively short, with minimal orchestral 
accompaniment, quickly giving way to the main sonata-allegro theme. 
The Szymanowski violin concerto is thus rather unusual in its sprawling structure 
and leisurely pacing. What I identify as the principal theme, Theme A, does not appear 
until measure 160, long after the solo violin has already entered, long after there have 
been multiple tempo changes, and after the orchestra has played one major climax. It 
could perhaps be argued that the first section is too long and too active to function as an 
introduction. However, there are several musical cues in the frrst section of the concerto 
that suggest prelude-like qualities. 
First, the section seems to be "sealed" off, or at least separated from, the rest of 
the piece. At the end of the first section, in mm. 145-147, there is a brief caesura, 
followed by a harp glissando, which sonically interrupts the unfolding of the discourse. 
Then the piece "restarts": the pianissimo dynamic, string tremolos, static harmonies, 
woodwind chirping and sputtering, as well as the four-note whole-tone motives in the 
clarinet all recall the orchestral texture at the beginning of the piece. In addition, the solo 
violin enters again in measure 160, after this re-introduction, on the same pitches as it did 
on its first entrance in measure 19: Eb and F, going on to present Theme A, the principal 
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theme. (As discussed earlier, I've identified Theme A as the principal theme because it 
appears the most often and at the most structurally important places in the piece.) It is 
almost as if the composer were suggesting, "here is the real beginning of the piece." 
The first section is further set apart in that it does not quite follow the logic of its 
successors. In Section II and Section III, there is a clear order of events: the main theme 
is presented, developed, and then restated and transformed in its restatement. (See rnrn. 
160-250 for Section II, and mm. 261-333 for Section III.) Themes A and Bare also 
structurally important in the pieces, as they recur several times at different points to 
delineate the boundaries of each section. In contrast, none of the themes in the first 
section are developed or repeated in full in other sections; instead, the motives of this 
section serve as the germs from which other themes sprout. 
Moreover, while there is no fixed definition for "prelude," a prelude can be 
understood to generate expectation, set up the character of a piece, introduce motives that 
appear later in the piece, and prepare the musical argument. The "prelude" of the 
Szymanowski violin concerto thus prepares the listener by foreshadowing the work's 
episodic nature, presenting two main contrasting characters: a slow, romantic and 
rhapsodic character, interrupted by a fast comic scherzando. Theme A in its original form 
is an example of the former, Theme B of the latter; the juxtaposition of these two specific 
themes helps to drive the succeeding formal logic of the piece. In addition, the prelude 
introduces rhythmic and melodic motives that reappear later in different guises; namely, 
motives X, Y, Z, and the Whole-tone motive. Lastly, the prelude presents "problems" 
which are "resolved" after the restart. For example, the fust two entrances of the solo 
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violin grow directly out of an already-moving melodic line in the orchestra, sneaking in 
on a metrically weak beat, and are thus "unprepared." (Seem. 19 and m. 48, 
respectively.) The violin also starts in an unusually high tessitura, climbing even higher 
in the measures to follow. In contrast, after the restart, the violin entrance in measure 160 
comes on the metrically strong first beat, and is prepared by a three-measure phrase in the 
orchestra with a cadence. The principal theme, despite inhabiting the stratospheric 
register that Szymanowski favors overall throughout the concerto, also starts in the lower 
range more typical of violin concerto first entrances.39 In addition, the harmony of the 
first section is based on various scale collections, in particular, whole-tone collections; 
after the restart, it is more recognizably tonal, as in mm. 157-163, where the harmony is 
comfortably centered around Eb/Ab. 
Interestingly, the placement of climaxes and restarts within the continuity of the 
piece also helps to shape the form of the whole work. As mentioned above, the concerto 
is divided into five sections, each section beginning softly and climaxing in an extended 
orchestral tutti interlude. With the exception of the tutti climax before the violin cadenza, 
each orchestral interlude gets longer and longer, until finally, in the coda, the orchestra 
carries the musical argument in a huge sweep towards the biggest climax, as if to wrest 
39 Again, I examined the beginnings of 40 violin concertos written before 1916, including those of 
Vivaldi, Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Bruch, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Dvorak, Saint-
Saens, Tchaikovsky, Brahms, Glazunov, Lalo, Paganini, Wieniawski, Barber, Prokofiev, Sibelius, 
Bartok, Elgar, and Nielsen. While a few concertos do start in fifth position on the E string and 
above, most notably, Mozart's Concerto no. 4 in D major, and virtuoso violin concertos like 
Lalo's Symphonie Espagnole and those by Paganini, the only concertos I found with a first note 
above Szymanowski's Eb above the staff were the aforementioned Mozart concerto, and 
Wieniawski's Concerto no. 1 in F# minor. Thus it would seem that starting a concerto that high 
before 1916 is more the exception than the rule. 
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the reins of the piece away from the violin soloist. 
Table 2-7: Comparison of lengths of orchestral interludes 
Measures Length of orchestral 
interlude 
End of Section 1 134-145 11 measures 
End of Section 2 236-250 14 measures 
End of Section 3 406-425 19 measures 
End of Section 4 551-562 12 measures 
End of Section 5 593-645 52 measures 
The two restarts in the piece, in mm. 146-159 and mm. 648-650 respectively, 
serve as bookends for the main section of the form after the prelude. They share the same 
sonic attributes: a hushed stillness after a climax, with string tremoli, static harmonies, 
and occasional woodwind reminders of the work's whole-tone beginnings. The first 
restart is longer, separating the prelude from the piece's frrst official thematic section, as 
well as preparing for the glorious song-like principal theme. The second restart lasts only 
a few measures, merely part of a brief summation of the piece tacked on at the end to 
remind the listener of everything that has happened. In the last 20 measures, the 
composer cycles briefly through the work' s greatest moments: the restart, Theme A, 
Theme C, and fmally, at the end, a hint of the skittish scherzando quality of Theme B, 
neatly wrapping up the listener' s journey with a virtuosic flourish. 
II. Motivic Analysis 
On frrst listen, one may be overwhelmed by the sheer amount of melodic material in the 
Szymanowski concerto, some of which recurs, and some of which is never heard again. 
And yet, as a result ofthe composer' s attention to the fme crafting of motive, there is a 
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compelling thematic unity to the piece. Intricate networks of motives and themes are 
interrelated, creating a kaleidoscopic effect.40 The listener's memory becomes an integral 
part of the musical experience as motives appear, reappear, fragment, combine, and are 
transformed. 
On the smallest, most local level, certain intervals become significant through 
their use in linking many of the work's themes. One of these is the ascending whole tone. 
While the ascending whole tone is somewhat limited in its importance after the prelude, it 
is the first important interval we hear. More significantly, its manipulation will generate 
the descending semitone, which later plays a crucial role in linking nearly all of the 
themes in the concerto. 
We first hear the ascending whole tone in the whole-tone motive played by the 
clarinet in measure 5, which forms the basis for much of the orchestral introduction 
before the solo violin's first entrance, as well as later material in the "prelude" section. In 
measure 19, the solo violin's first entrance completes the chain of whole-tone motives 
begun by the piano in measure 17 with the ascending whole tone, Eb to F. The ascending 
whole tone will make a brief reappearance as the first two notes of Theme A in measure 
160. Its inversion, the descending whole tone (as in motive z of measure 118) will form 
the basis for a similar theme in Section IV of the piece, as the first two notes of Theme C. 
The manipulation of the ascending whole tone also produces another significant 
interval: the descending semitone. When the oboe in measure 45 plays a variation on the 
40 In my discussion, I identifY a motive as a short melodic fragment and a theme as a longer 
phrase that contains some low-level periodicity. As I will show, in this piece there are motive-
motive interactions, as well as motive-theme interactions. 
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theme of the solo violin's first entrance, we hear that the ascending whole tone has been 
altered to an ascending semitone. And when the solo violin comes back in for its second 
entrance in measure 48, it both completes the melody started by the oboe in 45 and 
begins an ascent on an inversion of the ascending semi tone. This inversion, the 
descending semitone, becomes especially significant when we examine the themes to 
follow in the rest of the piece. 
Ex. 2-8: Ascending whole tone, mm. 19- 23 
6 
pdolce -== 
Ex. 2-9: Measures 45-49, ascending semitone and descending semitone 
+S! 
r IF F 
The descending semi tone spawns four different families of motives, as outlined 
below. The first of these is what I' ve labeled theY-related motives and consists of two 
descending semi tones. These include all iterations of motive Y, first heard in the solo 
violin in measure 63, on the pitches B, A# and Aq. In the scherzando section of the 
prelude, this descending semitone motive receives especially varied treatment in a 
relatively short span oftime. (See mm. 85-113 in the chart below.) 
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Table 2-8: Y-related descending semitone motives 
m. 63 B - A# - Aq -(C) First appearance of motive Y; features two 
descending semitones following by ascending 
m3 
m. 85-86 B-A#-Aq Long-long-short rhythm reminiscent of motive 
Y; here played twice 
m. 89 F#-- Fq- E Transposed down a fourth 
m. 91 F#-- pq- Eb Second semitone expanded to descending whole 
tone 
mm.93-94 Bb - A-Ab Repetition of 85-86, transposed down a 
semitone 
m. 96--99 D-C#- (A)- Cq Two semitones interrupted by a descending m3 
B -Bb- (F#)- A 
mm. 111-113 A-Ab-G-F# Across the bar line, descending semitones with 
octave displacement 
m.192, 194 C#- Cq - B- (D) Y motive M7ths variant 
D#-- D q_ C# - (E) 
mm.252-253 B-A#-Aq-(C) Y motive 
mm.382-388 D#- Dq - C#- (E) Y motive M7ths variant 
F - E - D# - (F#) 
mm.402--404 C-B-Bb-(Db) Y motive 
mm. 607---613 D# - D ~ - C# - (E) Y motive M7ths variant 
E# - E ~ - D#-- (F#) 
The second family includes all iterations of the second half of Theme A, which 
begins with a descending semitone and a descending whole tone. The frrst example is in 
the solo violin part in measure 164 on the pitches B, A#, and G#. 
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Table 2-9: Theme A-related descending semitone motives 
mm. 164-166 B- A#- G# Second half of A theme, five-note descending 
A- G#- F# phrase 
mm. 172-174 E-D#-C# 
D-C#-B 
m. 185 A-G#-F# 
m.198 D#-C#-B 
m. 214, 218 A-G#-F# 
m. 342,346 B-Bb-A Diminution of five-note descending phrase: 
E-Eb-D intervals contract to two descending semitones 
m. 390, 396 Ab-G-F Augmentation of rhythm 
Bb-A-G 
m. 615, 621 Ab-G-F 
Bb-A-G 
m. 637, 639, 641 E-D#-C# Climax 
D-C#-B 
C-B-A 
m. 649,651 A-G#-F# 
C-B-A 
The third family includes all iterations of Theme B, which begin with a 
neighboring semitone figure, a descending semitone followed by an ascending semitone. 
The first example is in the upper line of the double-stopped notes in the solo violin in 
measure 272 on the pitches, E, D#, and E. It is interesting to note that these Theme-B 
neighboring motives appear at the same transposition level in both Section III and 
Section IV. 
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Table 2-10: Theme B-related descending semitone motives 
m.272 E-D#-E B theme 
m. 286 E-D#-E Triple stopped, in triplets 
m. 298-301 F#-F#-E#-F#-(A) Augmented neighboring figure 
m. 306 A-G#-A "grazioso" 
mm. 314-318 D-D-C#-D-(F) Augmented neighboring figure 
m. 322 E-D#-E B theme recap 
m. 512-518 D-C#-D-(F) Augmented neighboring figure 
F#-E#-F#-(A) 
m. 519 A-G#-A "grazioso" 
m. 527 E-D#-E B theme recap 
m. 585 A-G#-A Cadenza- triple stopped, in triplets 
The last family of motives I have called the melodic descending chromatic line, 
which is an extended series of descending semitones. These descending chromatic lines 
are found nearly everywhere in the music, especially in the orchestra part. Perhaps the 
most dramatic example of this is in the orchestral interlude in mm. 410--422, where the 
oboe plays a descending chromatic line starting onE down to A from mm. 410--413 , and 
then the woodwinds continue from G down to A in mm. 416 to 420. 
Table 2-11: Melodic descending chromatic lines 
mm.349- 356 B-BD-A-G#-Gq-F# Violin melody is interspersed with trills 
G#-Gq-F#-Fq-E-D#-Dq-C and melodic flourishes, but still creates a 
long overarching descending chromatic 
line 
mm. 410--421 E-D#-D q -C#-C q -C-B-B D-A- Orchestra tutti melody 
AD-G 
G-F#-Fq-E-ED-D-C#-Cq-
CD-Bb-A-AD 
mm.442--453 G#-Gq-F#-Fq-E-D-C Last 3 semitones expanded to whole tone 
G#-Gq-F#-Fq-E-D-C-B descent 
mm. 487-492 C#-B#-Bq-A#-Aq-G#-Gq-F# 
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Another significant motive is a three-note cell, which in its original form, consists 
of a descending minor third followed by a descending semi tone. The prevalence of this 
motive (minor third+ semitone) in nearly every theme and section unifies the entire piece 
and serves as an integral part of Szymanowski' s compositional language for the concerto. 
The first appearance of this motive is in measure 6, in the second flute part, on the pitches 
C, A, and G:ii. Then, in the solo violin entrance atm. 22, the descending minor third and 
the descending semitone, along with its expansion, the descending diminished fourth and 
descending semitone, comprise the six-note motive X. 
Motive X makes several appearances in the piece, most frequently in the prelude, 
where it is tossed around between orchestra and solo violin in the first 50 measures. It 
makes another appearance later, in Section IV, as part of the theme played by the solo 
violin starting in measure 431. (I've labeled this theme the "Habanera" theme because it 
features hemiola as well as the distinctive "habanera" rhythm in the orchestral 
accompaniment.) 
Table 2-12: All instances ofMotive X 
Motive x 
m.22 F-D-C#-Eb-B-Bb First appearance of motive X 
m.26 B-G-F#-G#-F q-E Variation on motive X, transposed up a tritone 
m.27 B-G-F#-G#-F-E Diminution of m. 26 
m.29 C#-A -G#-E#-D-C# Change of contour 
m. 30 E-Eb-B-A-F#-Fq Variation 
m. 31 (G)-D-B-G-F#-D# Reduced to 5 notes 
m. 33-34 B-G#-A-F#-D-Fq Oboe plays a variation; triplet rhythm is preserved, 
intervals are slightly changed 
m.45 Gb-D-C#-F-Cq-B Oboe plays a variation: intervals are widened, 
rhythm is augmented 
m. 433 Ab-F-E-Eb-C-B "Habanera" theme 
m. 438 Ab-F-E-Eb-C-B Octave transfer 
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The minor third followed by a semitone is ahnost everywhere, making an 
appearance in all the major themes and sections. For example, in the first solo violin 
entrance at m. 22, it makes three separate appearances: its original form, an expanded 
form (a "major third"/diminished fourth followed by a semitone), and a form with an 
octave transfer. (Please note that the lower-case "x" label over the bracket temporarily 
denotes the minor third-semitone motive, not what I've identified as motive X.) 
Ex. 2-10: Minor third-semitone motive, m. 22 
It also appears in various forms in the frrst half of Theme A, in Theme B, and in 
the second half of Theme C. 
In Theme A, the motive is reversed (semitone followed by minor third), and, as 
before, the second interval is expanded (this time to a perfect fourth.) There is also a third 
example overlapped in the middle. 
Ex. 2-11: Semitone-minor third motive, m. 160 
I I ~ 
.------.... +St t- +m3 - +st ~t -P~ -st +st r r :r 1 r E r r -
In Theme B, this motive is sandwiched twice between three neighboring figures 
decorating the pitches of a C-major triad. At the very beginning of the theme there is also 
an expanded version in reverse with a semitone followed by a perfect fourth. 
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Ex. 2-12: Minor third semitone motive, m. 272 
+Sl -P4 +st +m3 +st & i ~ . _j J t ~- j J :r ~· j J sz ~ j J j .. @) 
In Theme C, the motive is again reversed (semitone followed by minor third) and 
expanded (whole tone followed by major third.) 
Ex. 2-13: Semitone-minor third motive, m. 460 
+st 
-mJ I I I ~'f +Wf -M3 & f f f f f f f f f f F I l ~"f @) 8 8 8 8 
Below is a more complete chart tracking the minor third-semitone motive, 
including all instances of motive X: 
Table 2-13: Minorthird-semitone motives 
m.6 C-A - G# Second flute: descending minor third, 
descending semitone (-m3, -st) 
m.9 Bb-Gb-F Second oboe (-m3, -st) 
m.22 F-D-C#-Eb-B-Bb-A-F#-Fq First appearance of motive X: (-m3, -st), 
(-d4, -st), 
(-m3, -st with octave transfer) 
m_26 B-G-F#-G#-FQ-E (-M3, -st) (-A2, -st) 
m.27 B-G-F#-G#-F q-E See above 
m.29 C#-A -G#-E#-D-C# (-m3, -st) (-A2, -st) 
ill. 30 A-F#-Fq (-m3, -st) 
m. 31 G-F#-D# Retrograde ( -st, -m3) 
m. 33-34 B-G#-A Oboe plays a variation 
(-m3, +st) 
m.4~7 Gb-D-Db-F-C-B Oboe plays another variation: ( -d4, -st) (-
P4, -st) 
mm.53-54 D-B-Bb Overlapping instances of 
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(Bb)-G-Gb (-m3, -st) 
(G)-Eb-D 
m. 77 E#-Eq-C# Overlapping instances: 
E-C#-Cq (-st, -m3), (-m3,-st) 
m. 161 F-Gb-A Overlapping instances: 
Gb-A-Bb (+st, +A2) (+A2, +st) 
m. 173-174 E-E#-G# (+st, +m3) 
m. 272 C-D#-E (+A2, +st) 
m. 300-304 E#-F#-A Overlapping instances 
(A)-F#-Fq (+st, +m3) (-m3, -st) 
m. 342 Bb-A-F# Overlapping instances: 
(F#)-Eb-D (-st, -m3) (-A2, -st) (-m3, -st) 
(D)-B-Bb 
m. 374 Db-Bb-A-F# Overlapping instances: 
(-m3, -st) (-st, -m3) 
m. 433 Ab-F-E-Eb-C-B (-m3, -st) (-m3, -st) 
m. 443--444 G#-B-C (+m3, +st), (+m3, +st) 
F#-A-Bb 
m. 460--461 D-Eb-C (+st, -m3) 
Another way of examining Szymanowski's use of motives is in terms of their 
synthesis. For example, the first violins and piano repeat the pitches Db, Bb, Ab, Bb in 
eighth notes, as a sort of pentatonic ostinato, throughout the opening of the piece. 
Meanwhile, in measure 5, the clarinet plays the Whole-tone motive: Bb, C, Bb, D, E. In 
the opening, these motives, while played simultaneously, remain separate from each 
other, as the first forms a fuzzy sonic carpet for the second. However, in measure 118, or 
what I have labeled as motive Z, these two fragments synthesize to become a new entity. 
Motive Z retains the same whole-tone pitches as measure 5, only reordered, while 
retaining the rhythm and contour of the pentatonic motive in measure 1. 
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Ex. 2-14: Pentatonic ostinato, m. 1 
Ex. 2-15: Whole-tone motive, m. 5 
Ex. 2-16: Motive Z, m. 118 
The previous example of motive synthesis is in contrast to more straightforward 
motivic transformation, seen below in the treatment of motive Y. First heard in measure 
63, it is melodic in nature, a brief and innocuous two bars played by the solo violin 
almost in passing. The next time it is heard, in measure 192, it is transformed with the 
addition of major 7ths, lending the motive a "dysphoric" quality. In addition, rhythmic 
accents reinforce every quarter beat, and it is expanded into a two bar + two bar sequence 
by whole tone that leads to the orchestral climax on Theme A. 
Ex. 2-17a: Motive Y, m. 63 
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Ex. 2-17b: Motive Y with major sevenths, m. 192 
~ f . cmr pa.rswne cre.K. 
In measure 382, motive Y has been transformed again. The solo violin part retains 
the melodic contour of both m. 63 and m. 192, but the rhythm has been augmented to 
accommodate the fast duple meter. The melody also shares the major sevenths of 
measure 192, and its sequential transposition by whole tone, leading to an orchestral 
climax on Theme A. 
Ex. 2-17c: Motive Y with rhythmic augmentation, m. 382 
:-:-
f 
~ f marc . 
Szymanowski also provides motivic links between themes from different formal 
sections, most notably between themes in the prelude and themes from Section IV. For 
example, one can find versions of motive X in both the opening violin theme starting in 
measure 19, as well the "Habanera" theme starting in m. 4 31. These themes are linked 
by motive X, and thus share the same falling melodic contour, as well as a hemiola 
between the duple-based orchestral accompaniment and the triplet violin solo rhythms. 
They even share similar intervals, as both examples contain two consecutive falling thirds 
followed by a descending semitone. 
While these two themes share motivic links, it is worth noting that the "Habanera" 
theme is not merely a transformation of the opening violin theme. The orchestral 
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harmony ofmm. 19-23 is distinctly WT1, while the harmony ofmm. 431-435 is more 
ambiguous, hovering around dual pitch centers of G/ Ab. The phrasing of the "Habanera" 
theme is also distinctly periodic, much like the "Waltz" theme ofmm. 342-349, with two 
symmetrical halves in different registers. In contrast, the opening theme is much more 
free, with a longer first phrase gradually fragmenting into shorter and shorter sections. 
Ex. 2-18: Opening theme, mm. 19-23 
p do/ce 
--=== 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
©Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
Ex. 2-19: "Habanera" theme, mm. 431-435 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
©Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
Another example oflinked motives between the prelude and Section IV is the 
reappearance of whole-tone motive Z (m. 118): motive Z is expanded in section IV into 
the first half of Theme C. In contrast to the previous example, Theme C is a direct 
transformation of motive Z. The first two measures of Theme C, beginning in m. 455, 
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share the same melodic contour as motive Z, as well as being part of the same whole-tone 
subset. The rhythm, however, is dotted, having loose origins in the rhythm atm. 450. 
Theme C is then inverted in m. 462. 
Ex. 2-20a: Motive Z 
Ex. 2-20b: Theme C 
Table 2-14: All instances ofMotive Z 
Motive Z 
m.118 D-C-Bb-C Motive z 
m. 455 F#-E-D-E Variant ofz 
m. 462-465 Bb-C-D-C Inversion of z variant 
m. 470 F#-G#-A#-G# Transposition of 462 
m. 654-655 E-D-C-D Variant ofz 
Another interesting way of examining motive in this piece is in the way the 
themes themselves are transformed. The transformation of Theme A, or more 
specifically, the falling six-note figure in the second half of the A theme, is the most 
extensive example. This six-note motive repeats 28 times over the course of the entire 
work. The first time it appears is in Section II, mm. 164-165, where the solo violin plays 
the pitches: B, A#, G#, E, B, C. The first four times this melody appears, it retains the 
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same series of intervals: descending sernitone, descending whole tone, descending major 
third, descending perfect fourth, ascending semitone. However, both within Section II 
and after it, these intervals and the span of the melody are altered more and more 
drastically. The original form of the six-note A theme motive does not return until the 
climax of the piece, in measure 639. While the transposition level of the melody is 
different (it is transposed up a fourth so the first note starts on E) the triumphant return of 
the original form of this motive adds to the dramatic impact of the climax. An interesting 
interpretation emerges whereby the loss of, search for, and attainment of original Theme 
A motive structures the whole piece. By closely examining the different forms of the six-
note Theme A motive, one starts to piece together a narrative which takes the listener 
from romantic idyll to disillusioned despair, yearning excitement, and exultant triumph. 
The original form of the motive is clearly harmonized in E major and spans a 
major seventh. Within E major, the pitches B, A#, G#, E, B, are reminiscent of Lydian 
mode, with E as the tonic and A# as the raised fourth. Furthermore, the structure of the 
motive gives it stability: the motive outlines a clear E major triad as well as an octave 
between the outer two Bs. The expressive markings, dolce espressivo and grazioso e 
affabile, along with the flexible tempo markings, indicate a sweetly lyrical, expansive 
mood. 
The next few alterations of the original form, in m. 185, 198, and 218 are slight, 
affecting two intervals within the motive, but not the overall spans. These changes come 
about as the motive naturally develops within the section, often with the first four pitches 
reinforcing a local tonic in the minor mode. For example, in m. 185, the expansion of the 
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third interval to a perfect fourth inflects the motive with minor mode, which is reinforced 
by F# minor harmony in the orchestral accompaniment. Similarly, in m. 198, the 
expansion of the first interval to a major second neatly fits the motive into G# minor. 
These minor mode inflections indicate a shift towards a more troubled atmosphere. 
The next two variations, in mm. 223-224, are identical, but transposed a whole 
tone apart, used almost in passing at the end of a transitional passage. These forms of the 
motive, due to their interval content (and perhaps through evocations of minor mode in 
previous variations of the motive) are again reminiscent of minor mode: m. 223 sounds 
like Bb minor, m. 224like Ab minor. In these examples, however, the orchestral 
accompaniment is more dissonant, and fails to reinforce any specific local tonic. 
By measure 236, the musical discourse has wandered far away from the romantic, 
gentle, freely sprawling feeling of the original A theme. When the orchestra takes over in 
m. 236, the motive has contracted to a perfect fifth, and the first four pitches, instead of 
outlining a fifth as before, now outline a tritone. The distortion of the original form of the 
motive reflects the harsh dissonances, the loud chromatic block chords, and the overall 
mood of angry disillusionment in the orchestral interlude. The last iteration of the motive 
in Section II restores it to a minor-inflected form in Eb minor. However, the return of the 
minor-inflected form seems less like a restoration than a defeat: the fortissimo dynamic, 
the continuing dissonance, the slow allargando march to a terrifyingfortississimo 
orchestral climax seems to do violence to the innocent memory of the original form first 
heard at the beginning of Section II. 
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The next few transformations of the theme reveal a striving, yearning quality. In 
the return of the theme atm. 390, the intervals are strikingly similar to the original, 
except for a diminished fourth in place of a perfect fourth. The symmetry and tonal 
stability ofthe original form (in m. 164, B to B outlines an octave; B, G#, E outline a 
major triad) are thrown slightly askew: the appearance of an A instead of the expected Ab 
introduces tension within the Db major context ofmm. 390-393. In combination with a 
faster duple meter, rapidly moving sixteenth note accompaniment, as well as a 
transposition of the motive a whole tone up in m. 396, the effect seems to be one of 
seeking and searching, under mounting pressure and excitement. A dramatic orchestral 
interlude arrives a few bars later, in m. 410, where the solo hom plays a countermelody 
comprised of slightly altered versions of the Theme A motive. While this climax provides 
the short-term resolution to the buildup of390-409, in the overall journey of Theme A, it 
is a mere resting place. 
After a long absence of almost 300 bars, the quest for the original Theme A is 
renewed. The two forms of Section III (m. 390 and m. 396) are repeated exactly at the 
same transposition level in m. 617 and m. 623, beginning the previously frustrated search 
from the same place. In the coda, they also serve the same function: driving up the 
tension towards a climax. A brief caesura after m. 628 interrupts the buildup, and then 
appear three different versions of the motive in quick succession: mm. 630, 631, and 633. 
Here, to build excitement, these versions are layered with fragmented variations on the 
first half of Theme A, each beginning a half step higher than the previous version. 
(Measure 630 begins on G, m. 631 on G#, and m. 633 on A.) Perhaps to increase the 
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dramatic impact of the arrival of the original form of the six-note motive, the intervals are 
more freely varied, preserving only the contour and the initial/final minor seconds of the 
original. 
The climax of the whole piece arrives in m. 639, with the triumphant return of the 
original form of the motive, and to emphasize its long-awaited arrival, it is repeated three 
times. Measure 643 is a shortened version of the motive that is repeated several times; 
unlike the previous variations, its octave span gives extra stability to its F major 
harmonization. With the exception ofm. 643 , each of the four iterations of the motive 
after the climax preserves the intervals and span of the original, finally reclaiming the 
stability and the gentle, lyrical atmosphere of Theme A. The spare orchestration of the 
final two iterations, in contrast to the thick, lush, string-heavy textures of the original, 
suggests nostalgia by evoking the faint outlines of a memory. 
Table 2-15: Transformations of Theme A 
Measure Pitches Intervals Span 
Section II 
m. 164 B, A#, G#, E, B, C (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 166 A, G#, F#, D, A, Bb ( -m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m.172 E, D#, C#, A, E, E# (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 174 D, C#, B, G, D, D# (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m.185 A, G#, F#, C#, G#, A# (-m2, -M2, -P4, -P4, +M2) M7 
m.196 F, E, D, Bb, F, F# (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 198 D#, C#, B, G#, D#, F# (-M2 -M2 -m3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 212 Ab, G, F, Db, Ab, A (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 214 A, G#, F#, D, A, Bb (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 218 A, G#, F#, C#, G#, A# (-m2 -M2 -P4 -P4 +M2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m.223 Eb, Db, C, Bb, F, Gb (-M2, -m2, -M2, -P4, +m2) M6 
m.224 Db, Cb, Bb, Ab, Eb, E ( -M2, -m2, -M2, -P4, +m2) M6 
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m. 236 D#, C#, B, A, E#, G# (-M2, -M2, -M2, -d4, +m3) PS 
m. 238 D#, C#, B, A, E#, G# (-M2, -M2, -M2, -d4, +m3) PS 
m.246 Bb, Ab, Gb, Eb, Bb, Db (-M2, -M2, -m3, -P4, +m3) M6 
Section III 
m. 390 Ab, G, F, Db, A, Bb (-m2 -M2 -M3 -d4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
m7 
m. 396 Bb, A, G, Eb, B, C ( -m2 -M2 -M3 -d4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
m7 
m. 410 B, A#, G#, F#, A#, D (-m2 -M2 -M2 -m6 +d4) 
' ' ' ' 
M6 
m. 412 C, Bb, Ab, Gb, Db, D (-M2 -M2 -M2 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
m7 
Section V 
m. 617 Ab, G, F, Db, A, Bb ( -m2 -M2 -M3 -d4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
m7 
m. 623 Bb, A, G, Eb, B, C (-m2 -M2 -M3 -d4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
m7 
m. 630 G, Gb, F, Eb, A, A# (-m2 -M2 -M2 -TT +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M6 
m. 631 G#, G, F#, E, A, A# (-m2 -m2 -M2 -PS +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
m7 
m. 633 A,Ab,G,F,B,C (-m2 -m2 -M2 -TT +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M6 
m. 639 E, D#, C#, A, E, F (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 641 D, C#, B, G, D, D# (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 643 C,B,A,F,C (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4) 
' ' ' 
octave 
m. 651 A, G#, F#, D, A, A# (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
m. 653 C,B,A,F,C,C# (-m2 -M2 -M3 -P4 +m2) 
' ' ' ' 
M7 
One interesting example of a technique Szymanowski uses involves the first 20 
measures of the piece, where he sets up a pattern and then, at a crucial moment, overturns 
expectations to introduce a new idea. The process starts with the Whole-tone motive of 
measure 5, on the pitches Bb, C, Bb, D, and E. Note that the motive ends with a whole 
tone between D and E. Let us call this form of the motive Xl. 
Ex. 2-21a: Motive Xl 
Xl 
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In the next measure, the flute plays a variation on this five-note Whole-tone 
motive, starting on the same note as the last note of the previous figure, E, or rather, Fb. 
This variation is almost a direct transposition, except for the last interval, which here 
expands to a major third between Ab and C. Let us call this form of the motive X2. 
Ex. 2-21b: Motive X2 
The next significant appearance of these motives is in measure 8, where the 
original five-note motives (X1 and X2) are linked in chains. In measure 8, the woodwinds 
play the following pitches: C D C E E F# E G# C D C E F#. The motives X1 and X2 are 
thus overlapped and presented in the following order: X1, X2, Xl. Because of the 
instrumentation and the way the five-note motives are overlapped, the motives 
themselves seem shorter. In other words, the oboe ends its four-note figure on the pitch E, 
and the clarinet begins its four-note figure on the same pitch, E, while also finishing the 
previous five-note motive with its next note, F#. 
Ex. 2-22a: Overlapping X1 and X2 motives in m. 8 
Xl 
Xl 
In mm. 1 0-11, the same idea is preserved, but the entire chain is lengthened by 
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one XI unit. The clarinet begins the chain on Ab and the flute ends it on F#. The motives 
are again overlapped and presented in the following order: XI , XI , X2, XI. 
Ex. 2-22b: Overlapping XI and X2 motives in mm. 10-II 
X2 Xl 
In measure 17, the piano begins the next chain of whole-tone motives. Two XI 
motives are presented one after another, starting on Db. This time the second XI begins 
on the fifth and last pitch of XI, G, instead of the last two pitches ofthe previous XL 
Ex. 2-23: Overlapping XI motives in m. I7 
Xl Xl 
-
In the fmal chain of whole-tone motives in the orchestral introduction, the clarinet 
begins the chain on C#. The woodwinds play XI , then X2, and then XI again. We expect 
the fmal unit of the chain to be X2, making the chain symmetrical, but Szymanowski 
overturns our expectations by having the solo violin come in on Eb, making the last unit 
in the chain X I. 
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Ex. 2-24: Overturned expectations in mm. 18-19 
-
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
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The last Eb of the whole-tone chain could be interpreted as a "wrong note," which 
corrects itself in measure 21 to the "right note," F. The Eb also acts as a dovetail, 
essentially breaking the old pattern, while paving the way for the solo violin to start a 
new section with new material. The idea of breaking patterns to start a new section is also 
one Szymanowski uses on a local level with harmony, which I will discuss in the next 
section. 
III. Harmony 
In Szymanowski's middle-period works, like the Op. 35 Violin Concerto, harmonic 
analysis presents special challenges. Jim Samson writes, "Szymanowski moved with his 
middle period music into an increasingly sophisticated and elaborate harmonic world 
where tonality exerts only a subsidiary unifying control. .. unlike [Scriabin and 
Schoenberg], he felt no strong need to replace traditional tonal organization with 
alternative unifying disciplines."41 Although "tonal expectations operate frequently at the 
41 Jim Samson, "The Use of Analytical Models in the Analysis of Szymanowski 's Harmonic 
Language," in Karol Szymanowski in seiner Zeit, ed. Michal Bristiger et al. (Munich: Wilhelm 
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local level," an "overall tonal center can be identified only by forcing the point."42 
Samson attributes this phenomenon to Szymanowski 's personal synthesis of varying 
musical styles, which include the more traditional, chromatic harmonies of German late-
Romantic music, as well as the "atonality" of Scriabin and Schoenberg, and the "neo-
tonality" of Debussy, Ravel and Bartok. In works like his first Violin Concerto, 
"[Szymanowski] enjoys the expressive quality of dissonance as measured against the 
triad, [which] are in marked contrast to the platforms of impressionistic dissonance which 
surround them ... [his] music is in some ways a uniquely personal dialogue between these 
two worlds. "43 
While it may be impossible to look for tonal unity on a large scale, one can still 
identify certain tonal centers within the Violin Concerto as a whole. In contrast to 
conventional tonal practice, triadic events in the piece are marked against a background 
of dissonance. These triadic events shape the structure of the piece in the listener's 
hearing. By looking at pedal points, bass motion, and structural harmonic arrival points, 
I've identified the following tonal centers in the chart below: 
Table 2-16: Tonal centers in the Violin Concerto, Op. 35 
Sections I 
Measures 1-145 
Form Prelude 
Harmony /Tonal Gb -G-
Centers Ab 
Fink Verlag, 1984), 149-157. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
II III 
146-250 251-425 
A-dev A B-dev A 
Ab-D- F#-D-G 
F# 
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IV v 
426-562 563-667 
C-devB Cadenza-
devA-
coda 
G-E/B- F-F#-A 
A 
The piece begins with a combination of white-key (C, D, A) and black-key (Db, 
Eb, Gb, Ab, Bb) pentatonic sonorities; however, due to the voicing of the sonority, one 
can clearly hear Gb as the tonal center. The orchestral interlude continues with various 
whole-tone sonorities, which are continued as the solo violin makes its entrance. Measure 
19 begins a G pedal, culminating in a striking cadence toG major in m. 52, the first clear 
triadic harmony in the piece so far. This G major lasts for five bars before transitioning to 
new harmonies. The scherzando starting in m. 71 cycles from whole-tone collection WT0 
through briefD major, Bb pentatonic, and G minor arrival points, ending in WT0 in m. 
134. The prelude ends with a relatively long Ab pedal from mm. 134-145; here Ab is a 
part of the whole-tone and octatonic collections of the orchestral climax at the end of the 
prelude. 
Section II begins with the same Ab pedal, but gives way to Theme A, in m. 160, 
which begins squarely in Ab major. Theme A material cycles through several different 
keys throughout the section, but seems to remain the longest in D major, from mm. 214-
218. The section ends with articulations ofF#, heard in the F# minor harmony ofmm. 
229-231, the F# pedal in mm. 238-239, and the bass of the heldfortississimo chord in m. 
250 that ends the section. 
Section III begins with the same F# pedal, from mm. 251-263. The quickly 
shifting dissonances of the scherzando provide a background against which the tranquil 
oasis-likeD major harmonies ofmm. 298-306 are in relief. The tranquillo section is 
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repeated again briefly in Bb major, from 314-318, before again returning the tonally 
ambiguous dissonances of Theme B. The "Waltz" section of342-349 involves different 
groups of minimally perturbed octatonic collections, before giving way to more 
ambiguously dissonant material, and the return of Theme A. Interestingly, the harmonies 
of the orchestral interlude descend step-wise by whole tone from 410-417. The interlude 
ends with a G pedal starting in m. 416. 
Section IV begins with a solo violin theme in Ab (the "Habanera" theme) over an 
orchestral accompaniment that emphasizes G. This theme gives way to material in E 
major, starting in 443 and ending in 453. Theme B unfolds in B major, starting in m. 470 
and ending in 480, which is briefly rearticulated in a phrase extension in mm. 484-486. 
After a tempo/character change, a dramatic A pedal marks the end of Theme C material 
and the beginning of the return to B theme material in 497. This second Theme B section 
revisits the same Bb major and D major oases of Section III (in reverse order), repeating 
527-548 at the same pitch level as the first Theme B section before stopping short of the 
cadenza. 
In Section V, the orchestra reenters after the cadenza on an F pedal, from mm. 
589-596. The next significant pedal is in mm. 609-616, on F#. Finally, the whole piece 
climaxes in A major in m. 639. A major is rearticulated again in a pedal from mm. 645-
655, as well as in the scherzando passage that ends the piece. The double basses play a 
pianississimo pizzicato A to end the concerto. 
While the piece cannot be said to end in the same key it began, there are some 
aspects of harmonic return. Section II (where the piece begins after the prelude) starts in 
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Ab major, and ends in A. This is not an exact harmonic return, but a general return. One 
can also find the pitch A in the string tremolo sonority at the beginning of the prelude, 
completing the return in a more ambiguous way. 
Another way to examine the harmony in the Violin Concerto is by looking at the 
specific harmonic techniques employed by the composer. One harmonic technique 
typical of nineteenth-century composers is unifying a section by reharmonizing the same 
pitch in different contexts. In the second half of the prelude section, Szymanowski does 
this by using a single pitch, D, as an articulation point and harmonizing each arrival on 
this pitch differently. First, in measure 73 , the G#-D marks the solo violin entrance at the 
beginning of the scherzando section. This dyad and the surrounding harmony is part of a 
whole-tone collection, or, WT0 . 
Ex. 2-25: Harmony in m. 73 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
© Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
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Then in measure 96, we have a significant D major harmonic arrival, with a 
fartississima dynamic in the solo violin and a sfzaranda in the orchestra. The arrival is 
further punctuated with the new tempo marking, subita malta vivace, and a new texture in 
the flutes, clarinets and violins (ascending 161h note scalar motion.) Here, the D is clearly 
the root of the chord. 
Ex. 2-26: Harmony in m. 96 
..t] 
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Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
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On the first beat of measure 118, another significant arrival point within the 
section, the solo violin plays two Ds an octave apart over a B b pedal in the orchestra. The 
pitches of the solo violin melody in 118 suggest B b pentatonic harmony; here, the D acts 
almost like the "third" of the B b chord. 
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Ex. 2-27: Harmony in m. 118 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
© Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
In measure 122, on the next arrival point, the solo violin again plays two Ds an 
octave apart, this time with an added trill, while the orchestra plays a G minor chord. In 
this chord, the D acts as the "fifth" of the G minor chord. 
Ex. 2-28: Harmony in m. 122 
j_ 
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V' 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
© Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
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Lastly, measure 134 is the final arrival point and the climax of the whole section. 
Here the hom plays a solo starting on the pitch D, while the rest of the orchestra plays 
pitches completing the whole-tone collection WT0. 
Ex. 2-29: Harmony in m. 134 
~ '-( 
'--------
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
© Copyright 1923,1951 by Universal Edition A. G., Wien/UE 6624 
Incidentally, this is also the same collection that started the process back in 
measure 73. Szymanowski starts the scherzando section with WT 0, uses a member of that 
collection (D) as the root, the third, and the fifth of the ensuing harmonic arrivals, and 
ends the section again with WT0. This is an example of how Szymanowski might not 
follow the tonal principle of tonic return on the large-scale level, but applies it to great 
effect at the local level. 
Another example of this principle applied at an even more local level is in the 
shaping of his themes. Most of the major themes in the Violin Concerto begin and end on 
the same pitch class. For example, Theme A begins in m. 160 on Eb and ends in m. 168 
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on Dt:l, in the same octave. Theme B starts in m. 272 with a dyad, E-C, and ends in m. 
283 on an E harmonic, sounding two octaves above the original pitch. 
The "Waltz" theme in section III begins after a five-note pickup in m. 342 on the 
pitch B, ends its first/antecedent phrase on B two octaves below it in 345, and then ends 
its second/consequent phrase on another Bin 349, one octave above the original starting 
pitch. Similarly, the "Habanera" theme begins on Ab in m. 431 and ends its first phrase 
on an Ab harmonic in 435, sounding two octaves above the original pitch. The second 
phrase begins on an Ab two octaves below the starting pitch, and the whole section ends 
on a held Gt:l in m. 442, an octave above the starting pitch in 431. As these examples 
show, Szymanowski not only uses the same pitch to begin and end a theme, he explores 
the range and space within the theme, using the same pitch class in different octaves. 
Another technique Szymanowski uses is "alignment," or, as previously discussed, 
breaking old patterns to start new material. This is most prominently displayed in the 
treatment of Theme B, which is divided into two halves. In measure 272, when the first 
half of Theme B begins, the solo violin plays double-stopped sixteenth notes in C 
major/ A minor, while the orchestra punctuates each measure with alternating open fifths, 
Ft:I/Ct:l and D/ A. 
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Ex. 2-30: Harmony in m. 272-273 
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Karol Szymanowski ,I. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
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In m. 278, when the second half of Theme B begins, the solo violin harmony 
moves up a fifth toG major/E minor. The orchestra accompaniment also moves down, 
but by an augmented second, to Eb/Bb and C/G. 
Ex. 2-31: Harmony in mm. 278-279 
... :~ -!!:. ::1. .... ..J .L ) 1\ .J ~ ~. ~- _; ..t ~ 
. -
f) 
l'l 
- -{ ' -' -~ ~ .. ~ _, .. ~ 
' D # ~ 
Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
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However, in the last measure of the theme, m. 283, the second chord in the 
orchestral accompaniment moves up a major third to G/D, matching the G major 
inflected harmony of the solo violin. The two parts end Theme B in alignment, breaking 
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the old harmonic pattern and paving the way for new material. What follows next is a 
variation on Theme B in triplets. 
Ex. 2-32: Harmony in rnrn. 283-284 
r. -J. ::~ ~ :~J .... :f:. ~ ~ ~ 
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Karol Szymanowski ,1. Violinkonzert, op.35" 
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Lastly, Szymanowski employs tonal analogies with chromatic entities by using 
the tritone as a substitute dominant44, especially in Theme A-related material. This is a 
technique commonly used by composers of the early twentieth century, like Scriabin and 
later, Bartok. In the prelude, two examples oftritonal bass motion foreshadow the use of 
this device in Section II. The first example of this is in rnrn. 61-63: the "French sixth" in 
m. 61 (Bb, E, G#) resolves toE major in m. 63, with the Bb in the bass leading to an E. 
Another example is in m. 95. The G# pedal in the bass in m. 95 leads to a dramatic D 
major arrival point; again, there is the tritonal motion in the bass. 
In Section II, the harmonies themselves are related by tritone, while sometimes 
44 The term substitute dominant implies a local tonic as well as a cadence. In each of these 
examples I have found rhetorical evidence of a cadence, i.e. end of a previous phrase, beginning 
of a new phrase, a marked harmonic arrival. If the arrival harmony in the cadence is a local tonic, 
then the preceding harmony that leads to it must be a dominant-quality formation. 
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also reflecting tritonal motion in the bass. For example, in mm. 163-164, the last chord in 
163 is Bb major, leading toE major in 164. In mm. 165-166, the Ab "dominant seventh" 
chord leads to D major in 166, with the tritone in the bass. Similar examples occur in 
mm. 173-174, mm. 195-196, mm. 197-198, and finally, at the climax ofthe piece, in mm. 
638-639. 
IV. Questions of genre 
In a letter to his publisher, Szymanowski wrote: " ... [The First Violin Concerto] is one of 
my favorite works; in reality it is a symphonic work for rather large orchestra with solo 
violin, but it gives the impression of a concerto . .. "45 What, then, separates a violin 
concerto proper from a symphonic work with solo violin? 
Obviously there is the question of form, which I have already dealt with in the 
first section ofthis chapter, but another response may lie in the discussion of the 
relationship of the solo violin to the orchestra. A traditional violin concerto generally 
foregrounds its solo violinist, who plays a more brilliant, virtuosic part while the 
orchestra plays a more supporting role. In the First Violin Concerto, however, I argue that 
the orchestra and the solo violin have a more equal, symbiotic relationship. 
In a traditional violin concerto, before a solo violin entrance, the orchestra will 
usually either cadence, giving the soloist the spotlight to start a new theme, or else it will 
maintain an ostinato-type pattern, letting the soloist interrupt. However, in the 
45 Alistair Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate 
Publishing, 1999), 177. 
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Szymanowski, rather than starting a new idea with its entrance or interrupting the musical 
discourse, the solo violin often finishes or repeats the previous orchestral material. I call 
this "prepared continuity". Rather than asserting musical dominance in the moment, the 
soloist merely continues what the orchestra has already started. The result is a more 
tightly fused, evenly flowing musical discourse, without the underlying solo-
accompaniment hierarchy. I will demonstrate this through a series of examples. 
One pair of examples, occurring in the prelude of the concerto, involves the solo 
fmishing the patterns set up by the orchestra. In the first example, in m. 19, the solo 
violin entrance on Eb completes the chain of whole-tone motives begun by the orchestra 
in m. 18. Sneaking in at a piano dynamic, the violin emerges seamlessly from the texture, 
rather than boldly announcing its arrival in traditional concerto fashion. In the second 
example, in m. 48, the solo violin begins on the pitches A and G#, finishing an oboe 
melody begun in m. 45, itself a paraphrase of the violin melody ofrnm. 21-23. Again, the 
violin entrance, in a piano dynamic and doubled by the oboe, grows out of the texture 
unassumingly as a natural extension of the previous material. 
The next set of examples involves entrances where the solo violin immediately 
repeats pitches that have just been played in the orchestra. For example, in mrn. 72-73 the 
violin starts on the pitches G# and D, which have just been played by the solo clarinet as 
part of the whole-tone motive D-E-D-Ab. In m. 251, the solo violin emerges, pianissimo, 
on B, the highest note in the fortissimo held sonority ofm. 250. Finally, in rnrn. 500-501, 
the solo violin repeats oboe pitches A, C# and D. These repetitions function as links 
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between the solo violin and the orchestra, a way for the soloist to pick up the threads and 
continue. 
In the latter half of the piece, Szymanowski introduces a series of ascending piano 
glissandi that are completed or finished by the solo violin. These gestures are sometimes 
used in conjunction with fermatas to either start or end new sections. In mm. 357-361, the 
solo violin's high E completes the ascending piano glissando starting on D# by repeating 
the piano's last E, and the duo continue on together in a downward glissando to the end 
of359. Similarly, in m. 442, the violin's G# completes the ascending piano glissando of 
441 by repeating the last Ab, suspending the musical momentum before giving way to 
Theme-C-related material. In mm. 650, the solo violin completes the pattern set up by the 
ascending piano glissando (A-D-F#-G#-F-Bb-E-C#) Finally, in the brief scherzando 
codetta at the end of the piece (mm 662-665) two ascending piano glissandi are 
punctuated by As in the hom, contrabass, solo violin and section violins, respectively. 
Here the solo violin can truly be heard as merely another voice in the texture. 
The unusual structuring of form, the multilayered motivic connections, the 
expressive harmonic techniques, and the deft orchestration in the Op. 35 Violin Concerto 
not only make for fascinating analysis, but also combine to make the piece eminently 
listenable. Each pass over the music reveals new complexities to be dealt with, new 
information to be absorbed. How does one, then, as a performer, specifically deal with 
the many analytical insights gained from an in-depth look at the concerto? This is the 
topic of my next chapter. 
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Chapter Three: Performance Analysis 
In this chapter, I will explore how different modes of analysis and research may prove 
useful to the performer while preparing a performance of the Szymanowski first violin 
concerto. In particular, how can tools like "performer' s analysis," historical recordings, 
and narrative analysis help shape one' s performance? And how will these factors 
influence a performer's more practical decisions, such as in the areas of rhythm, tempo, 
sound production, bowings and fmgerings? 
Over the course of this chapter, I propose some methods of inquiry through which 
the performer can begin to understand this piece more clearly. In section I, I use three of 
John Rink's six techniques for performer's analysis to deal mainly with shape and 
phrasing. In section II, I examine Kochanski ' s existing recordings and hypothesize how 
they might serve as inspiration for interpreters ofthe concerto. Section III deals with left-
and right-hand techniques unique to the concerto, while Section IV deals with dance 
rhythms. Finally, in section V, I show how constructing a narrative not only helps to 
connect an emotional understanding of a piece with its structure, but offers specific 
guidelines for performance decisions. 
I. Performer' s Analysis 
One useful tool is what John Rink calls "performer' s analysis." Rink claims, 
"Performers are continually engaged in a process of analysis, only of a kind different 
from that employed in published analyses. This sort of 'analysis' is not some independent 
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procedure applied to the act of interpretation but rather an integral part of the performing 
process."46 A performer unconsciously tends to represent structure to his or her self 
through musical shape, with its temporal, accentual, timbral and dynamic implications. 
How then, is more rigorous analytical study relevant to performance? For Rink's 
performer, revealing the musical shape of the piece is of utmost importance, and 
analytical insights should ideally be combined with other stylistic considerations to create 
an interpretation. The performer studies the score, but pays particular attention to events 
in context in order to decide how best physically to present them. Below are Rink's five 
principles for performer's analysis: 
1) Temporality lies at the heart of performance and is therefore fundamental to 
'performer's analysis.' 
2) Its primary goal is to discover the music's "shape," ... as well as the means 
of projecting it. 
3) The score is not 'the music'; "the music" is not confined to the score. 
4) Any analytical element that impinges on performance will ideally be 
incorporated within a larger synthesis influenced by considerations of style 
(broadly defmed), genre, performance tradition, technique, instrument, and 
so on, as well as the performer's individual artistic prerogatives. 
5) "Informed intuition" guides, or at least influences, the process of 
"performer's analysis," although a more deliberate analytical approach can 
also be usefu1.47 
46 John Rink, "Analysis and (or?) Performance," in Musical Performance: A Guide to 
Understanding, ed. John Rink (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 36. 
47 Ibid., 39. 
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Rink also provides six techniques for "performer's analysis" which may provide 
additional insight for the performer. These include: 1) identifying formal divisions and 
basic tonal plan, 2) graphing tempo, 3) graphing dynamics, 4) analyzing melodic shape 
and constituent motifs/ideas, 5) preparing a rhythmic reduction, and 6) re-notating the 
music. I feel that applying some of these techniques to the Szymanowski violin concerto 
may be of use, most notably techniques 1, 2, 3, and 4. Below I will review my findings 
with a view towards practical applications for the performer. 
Technique 1: Identifying formal divisions and basic tonal plan 
The majority of this work has been accomplished in the analysis chapter. To 
review, the concerto has a five-part form: 
I. Prelude 
II. A(A/dev A) 
III. B (B/dev A) 
IV. C (C/devB) 
V. Cadenza/coda 
However, understanding these sections in terms of time and process gives the 
performer some ideas as to how to use momentum to shape the individual sections. If one 
identifies structurally important areas as "points of gravity towards or away from which 
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the music flows- areas weighted according to their perceived importance,"48 it is easy to 
fmd ways to more meaningfully shape certain sections of the piece. 
For example, one such important place would be the beginning of Section II in 
measure 160, which presents the all-important principal Theme A. By playing principal 
Theme A with a rich, warm tone, with plenty of vibrato, and in a moderate, stately tempo, 
one can establish the beginning of Section II a locus of stability and importance. In 
contrast, the first entrance of the solo violin in measure 19 is structurally less important, 
and while one should of course follow the composer' s markings of dolce and poco meno 
mosso, this theme can be played more simply, with greater attention to overall delicacy of 
atmosphere than the exaggerated rubato or elaborate phrasing typically reserved for 
principal themes. Within the scheme of the whole concerto, the opening solo violin theme 
is merely a suspended moment within the flux of the piece's introductory "prelude," 
rather than an important and memorable statement in the musical discourse, like principal 
Theme A. 
However, not every statement of principal Theme A must necessarily be played 
with weight and stability. One must also identify the function of each phrase as 
transitional or expository. For example, while m. 340 is marked poco sostenuto and con 
passione, the whole section at the end of Section III is building towards a huge climax in 
m. 410. It would not make sense to interrupt the desperate rush of energy in this section 
by exaggerating the sostenuto or drawing extra attention to the reappearance of the 
Theme A. By understanding the sectional boundaries and the function of each repetition 
48 Ibid. , 45-46. 
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of the theme in the overall structure, one can more logically and effectively shape the ebb 
and flow of the music. 
By marking off areas of relative stability and instability in the music, with its 
implications for "weight," tempo, and dynamics, the performer can also more easily tie in 
broader insights about structure with more immediate concerns about musical shape and 
tone production. For example, Section I, with its more wildly fluctuating tempi, more 
frequent orchestral interruptions, choppy motivic fragments, and harmonies frequently 
cycling through different pentatonic, whole-tone, and octatonic collections, is less stable 
than Section II, which is in general a lyrical slow section with longer phrases and longer 
stretches of diatonic harmonies. The unstable Section I, then, should be played with more 
attention to contrast of timbres, dynamics, and tempi, and an effort to change between 
them quickly; while the more stable Section II should be played not only more slowly, as 
the composer's markings already suggest, but with a more even tone, more attention to 
the execution of smoother, longer lines, and more gradual transitions. Similarly, Section 
III is again unstable, with different episodes in wildly different characters, tempi and 
types of harmony, which contrasts with the first half of Section IV, which is again mostly 
slow, dreamlike and calm, with longer stretches of diatonic harmonies. Again, the slower 
fust half of Section IV has greater "weight," and more room for broad, expansive 
playing, while in the faster and less stable Section III, the performer must be able to more 
quickly change between the episodes, which requires a "tighter" kind of energy. Lastly, 
in Section V of the piece, the cadenza, with its fragmented phrasing and sudden, 
unpredictable, dynamic and tempo changes, seems to be the least stable section for the 
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performer. The cadenza demands careful planning for execution of its highs and lows, 
which are often played one after another in quick succession. By contrast, although the 
orchestral buildup to the fmal climax in m. 639 is quite exciting, it has a steady, 
inexorable quality to it, given its stable tempo, clear-cut dynamics, sequential repetition 
of melodies and regular four-bar phrasing. Although the violin is silent for much of 
Section V, it is easy for the performer to recognize how the various sections of the 
concerto function as alternating "interplay between stable and unstable or static and 
active phases."49 
Looking at transpositions of certain themes on a local harmonic level can also 
help us decide how to interpret each instance. For example, in mm. 390-399, Theme A is 
played twice, the first appearance marked fortissimo con passione with no written change 
for the second time. However, the second statement, with its transposition up a whole 
step, seems to demand more desperation and more energy. On the other hand, the last 
statement of Theme A in the coda, transposed a whole step down from its original form 
in m. 164, might suggest a relaxing of tension, as in a nostalgic look back at some 
previous event without the fraught emotions surrounding it. The performer should 
recognize the emotional significance of a transposed theme and plan accordingly. On the 
other hand, Theme B appears first in m. 272 on the pitches C and E, and comes back 
again in m. 322 and m. 527 at the exact same pitch level. This repetition, along with the 
repetitive nature ofthe theme itself, seems to suggest the feeling of being stuck in the 
same place, perhaps with a sense of frustration or boredom. Perhaps one can play this 
49 Ibid. , 46. 
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theme monotonously, with a grating sort of sound. Or maybe one can just make sure to 
play each instance exactly the same as previous instances. While it may be difficult to 
perform this kind of irony, these observations invite creativity from the performer, 
making for a more interesting and more colorful performance. 
Technique 2: Graphing tempo 
The process of graphing tempo pre-performance, which gives a bird's-eye view of the 
musical terrain, can be especially helpful for the performer in developing his or her 
interpretation. In Rink's tempo graphs, the measure numbers are placed on the horizontal 
axis while the tempi are placed on the vertical axis. Broad tempo divisions are placed on 
the graph, and the prevailing tempi are sketched in, freehand. I've chosen to do my 
graphs by assigning specific metronome markings for each tempo indication in the piece. 
In making up such a graph, one is forced to take into account not only the basic tempo 
divisions of the piece as indicated by the composer's specific metronome markings, but 
also the many smaller accelerations and decelerations, which have no specific metronome 
marking. To put specific numbers on such a graph, decisions must be made about every 
piit mosso and meno mosso. The process of making these decisions really helps the 
performer confront any issues that may arise in interpreting the musical notation. 
Fortunately, at the end of all the arduous decision-making, one will have produced an 
informative visual image of one's personal temporal process, which can be of particular 
use in determining issues ofpacing.50 
50 In constructing the tempo graphs below, I sampled a number of recordings and tried to choose 
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For the graphs below, data points are labeled with two numbers: measure number, 
then tempo in beats per minute. 
Graph 3-1 : Tempo in Section I 
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Section I begins with an orchestral introduction in a fast tempo which, by the 
end of the first half of the section, has slowed considerably. The spike in tempo around 
m. 32 is an orchestral interruption, which is reversed, starting in m. 45, slowing even 
more by the end of the first half. As mentioned before, the solo violin seems to have a 
"calming" effect on the overall tempo in the first half of the section. It may be helpful to 
conservative, "average," tempi so that they might be more helpful to other performers of the 
concerto. 
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think of the first half as two parallel gestures of decreasing energy, with the second 
gesture starting and ending in a slower tempo than the frrst. 
The scherzando section in the second half of the prelude races ahead, with an 
average tempo between J =100 and J=120, with a brief dip in mm. 94-95 leading to an 
intermediary climax in m. 96. Finally, the whole section closes with a gradual broadening 
of tempo in the orchestral interlude. Interestingly, the end of the section is another 
example of a buildup to an important climax through the slowing/broadening of tempo, a 
tactic that Szymanowski uses often in this piece. Most of the important climaxes in the 
concerto will be approached with both a slowing of tempo and an increase in dynamics. 
Graph 3-2: Tempo in Section II 
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Section II is especially remarkable for its stability of tempo, with an average 
tempo of around J =70, as well as a narrow range of overall tempi. This stability is in 
direct contrast with the more frequently changing tempi of Sections I and III, and even 
the less frequently changing tempi of Sections IV and V. Because the tempo in this 
section is relatively stable, it might be more helpful to the performer to visualize its 
events in terms of dynamics (see next section on graphing dynamics.) Again, the climax 
at the end of the section is reached through a slowing of tempo. 
Graph 3-3: Tempo in Section III 
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In Section III, from mm. 260-330, the B themes collectively form a plateau of 
about .I =120, with the grazioso variation dipping slightly lower. The "dance" episode 
forms another gentle valley from mm. 342-356. Finally, the return of the A themes push 
the tempo around m. 3 58 back up till the fmal climax at the beginning of the orchestral 
interlude in m. 410 (also reached through a broadening of tempo), which is immediately 
slower and marked allargando till the end of the section. 
Graph 3-4: Tempo in Section IV 
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It is striking how the curve of graph of Section IV seems to be the smoothest of 
all the tempo graphs (this is because Section IV contains the fewest number of small 
scale tempo changes like poco meno mossos, ritardandos, etc.) It may be useful to think 
of this section as having two main "shelves" of tempo: the first a slower one, from mm. 
428-486, and the second a faster one, from mm. 487-561. The second half of the section, 
because it is similar to the Theme B material of Section III, also has a slight dip in tempo 
representing the grazioso Theme B variation. Then the tempo proceeds in a 
straightforward shot to the cadenza, which is proceeded by a measure of silence. Section 
IV is the only section that ends without slowing down. 
Graph 3-5: Tempo in Section V 
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Section V does not include the violin cadenza, because the cadenza is in an 
improvisatory, free tempo. After the cadenza, which reaches a fever pitch, the tempo of 
the piece gradually decreases until the light-hearted last phrase of the piece. As earlier, 
the climax of the piece in m. 639 is approached with a broadening of the tempo. In the 
denouement, the tempo continues to slow till the fermata in m. 661. Finally, the last few 
measures of the piece are in a slightly faster scherzando tempo. 
Technique 3: Graphing dynamics 
Rink suggests graphing dynamics by making a line graph and placing dynamic markings 
on the vertical axis and measure numbers on the horizontal axis, with a line tracing the 
piece's bar-by-bar dynamic progression. He says: "One weakness of this approach is its 
limited attention to context, which usually influences a given dynamic marking's 
meaning ... nevertheless, even though dynamic markings are interpreted here at face 
value ... the graph provides an excellent overview of the dynamic terrain as well as the 
opportunity to sense it as it passes by."51 
In the Szymanowski violin concerto it is easy to see how the dynamics interact 
with the formal boundaries of the piece. As mentioned in the analysis chapter, each 
section ends with an orchestral climax, but graphing the dynamics also shows us the 
buildup of energy in each section, which is especially useful for the performer in deciding 
where to conserve energy and when to let loose. By looking at the graph, one also sees 
that while each formal section ends infortissimo, each is also unique in its dynamic 
51 Ibid., 48. 
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buildup. Lastly, by graphing both the solo violin and the orchestra's dynamics, it is easier 
to see the relationship between the two and to recognize how each entity works together 
with the other to create an overall gesture. 
In the graph below, numbers on they-axis correspond to dynamic levels as 
follows: 1 =ppp, 2=pp, 3=p, 4=mp, 5=mf, 6=/, 7=JJ, 8=fff. In addition, data points are 
labeled with measure number only. 
Graph 3-6: Dynamics in Section I 
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Section I is clearly divided in half. The first half of the section is mostly soft, with 
a few sudden outbursts from the orchestra while the violin is silent, while the second half 
is mostly loud, with a few softer "tucks" of energy. In the first half of the prelude, the 
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energy of the orchestra varies wildly, while the solo violin is consistently calmer, always 
playing within a soft piano dynamic. Then, in the second half of the section, the 
orchestral accompaniment more consistently follows the dynamic level of the solo violin. 
In addition, there are two separate peaks in the second half of the section, one at m. 96, 
and one around mm. 121-132. 
In graph form, one can also see more clearly how the orchestra "overtakes" the 
violin at the end of the section in m. 134, whereas in the first half of the section, the 
orchestra always comes down in dynamic before the soloist enters. This would be useful 
information for issues of balance in rehearsal. 
Graph 3-7: Dynamics in Section II 
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Section II contains three major climaxes, at measures 196, 212, and 250, each 
reaching a louder dynamic than the next. The frrst two climaxes are led by the solo violin; 
the violin plays louder earlier than the orchestral accompaniment. However, before the 
last climax, the violin drops out entirely, delaying the fmal climax and leaving the 
orchestra to finish the section. As with the end of Section I, the orchestra again overtakes 
the violin in m. 23 7. 
While m. 223 does reachforte, its buildup is not quite as dramatic as those of 
measures 196 and 212. It is perhaps useful to think of this intermediary peak in dynamics 
not as a climactic moment in in the section, but almost as a gentler "welling up" of 
energy in the overall decrease of energy from mm. 212-240. This would also help make 
the impact of the fmal climax more dramatic. 
Graph 3-8: Dynamics in Section III 
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Section III mainly seems to plateau around forte with a brief dip in the middle 
around mm. 298-317. It is important to emphasize that m. 358 is not a climax. Instead, it 
functions as a sudden break in the flow of the section, with ensuing tempo and character 
changes. This break divides Section III roughly in half, and is a catalyst for another major 
buildup to the fmal climax, starting around m. 364. For the most part, the violin and 
orchestra are synchronized, with the orchestra consistently a dynamic level or two below 
the soloist. Finally, in contrast to the previous two sections, the violin leads the climax at 
the end of Section III, with the orchestra playing a dynamic level lower. 
Graph 3-9: Dynamics in Section IV 
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Section IV starts softly, builds to fortissimo around m. 474, and returns to 
pianissimo before launching in a more straightforward buildup to fortississimo starting 
around m. 511, which is cut offby the solo violin cadenza. Interestingly, Section IV 
contains the only music where the orchestra is marked louder than the solo violin (see 
mm. 4 78-496), which may present some balance issues. The score shows that in m. 4 78 
the solo violin enters pianissimo followed by a crescendo, while the orchestra has a 
subito mezzo piano marked, followed by a diminuendo molto. While the violin is in a 
high tessitura on the E string, helping the soloist project, it will probably take some 
attention to make sure the soloist is not overwhelmed at the point where the two 
dynamics are crossing. The same is true for m. 487, where there is a sudden mezzo forte 
in the orchestra part, followed by a diminuendo to pianissimo. 
Graph 3-10: Dynamics in Section V 
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Section V starts with the violin cadenza, which varies quite a bit in its dynamic 
levels. These changes are often quite sudden, so the performer must plan carefully to 
make sure these changes are presented successfully. When the orchestra reenters m. 589, 
there are two clear and separate attempts at reachingfortissimo. The first is very nearly 
successful, but subverted in m. 629. Then the last climax of the piece is fmally attained in 
m. 639. In the codetta, the whole piece ends quietly, like the concerto's beginning. 
Technique 4: Analyzing melodic shapes and constituent motifs/ideas 
Rink also suggests tracing melodic contours on a sheet of a paper to get a better sense of 
the underlying pitch trajectory of a phrase. He claims "an awareness of significant pitch 
configurations within a melody as well as more generally will also affect how performers 
project the music, even if demonstrations ofmotivic unity are not their primary goa1."52 
For example, in analyzing all of the six-note A-theme transformations in the piece it can 
be helpful to visually see their contours on the same page to notice their similarities and 
differences. Even without identifying changes in specific intervals, one can eyeball these 
contours and think about how to shape them differently. Below I give a few examples of 
how to approach some of these melodies. 
In mm. 164-167, the same falling contour is repeated, the second lower than the 
first. While the falling contour naturally invites a releasing of energy, the last small 
(semitone) rise invites a small crescendo to hold the tension and sustain it through the 
long note. The second falling contour has the same shape, but starts lower than the first, 
52 Ibid., 50. 
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giving a feeling of sinking and relaxation to the overall phrase. As with the first falling 
contour, at the end of the second falling contour, there should be another small crescendo 
to the fmal D:lt. 
Ex. 3-1: Contour in mm. 164-167 
In mm. 214-220, the falling six-note figures are interspersed with a lazily 
wandering curve going slightly up and then coming down. Measures 214 and 218 start on 
the same note, A, but the second phrase ends higher, on aD, and keeps climbing up, 
adding to the feeling of growing tension and unease. At the point where the two phrases 
start to diverge, special emphasis should be given to the Din m. 221 , which functions as 
an extra push into newer territory. A subtle change of tone or color on the D would add to 
this effect. 
Ex. 3-2: Contour in mm. 214-222 
---- --:------. t J J ,J liJ 3 J I :g JP J I .. 1 w ~J J I~J Jl J I j J ,J nJ ] J I 
u '--' & ~ ~ '----"' ..._..,. ~ ~ 
'J____J j J l]_______p oJ qJ lliJ 1J :J ,J I J #J J ,gJ .~j I 
Measures 390-402 feature the six-note A theme again, but this time, in augmented 
rhythm and infortissimo. For these reasons, I don't suggest sustaining or making a 
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crescendo through mm. 393-395, as one would do in mm. 164-167, because here the 
trilled octave is less true melody and more energetic noise. In addition, the focus in these 
three measures is on the building excitement of the fanfare rhythm in the woodwinds. To 
save the performer's energy, I would suggest a crescendo from mm. 390-392, then simply 
loudly accenting the first beat of each measure as marked in mm. 393-395, and backing 
away for the remainder of each of those measures. In addition, the loudest point of the 
section is in m. 402, so I would also suggest saving some energy for the last phrase, 
marked fortississimo possibile. 
Ex. 3-3: Measures 390-402, suggested phrasing/dynamics are indicated in parentheses 
>- > > 
J J J 
tr- tr- tr- f./Jpo.uibile 
- = = ===H=-> (=-) (:::=-) 
Measures 651-655 look and sound similar to the original statement of the six-note 
theme at mm. 164, but this time, the statement of the theme climbs higher and higher, as 
if slowly rising into the heavens. To highlight the difference, one can deliberately refrain 
from the usual releasing of energy during the second falling contour and instead 
delicately crescendo through the phrase until the last D. 
Ex. 3-4: Contour inmm. 651-655 
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Another example of phrasing that falls outside the usual "crescendo on ascending 
lines, decrescendo on descending lines" rule is in mm. 200-207. The phrase begins piano, 
with a series of short crescendos followed by decrescendos, as in mm. 201-203. Each 
crescendo ends with a high note in the phrase, and these high points keep descending (see 
F:lt in m. 201 , E~ in m. 202, D~ in m. 203, etc.) However, through this process, these 
crescendos and diminuendos must be subsumed within the overall shape of the phrase. I 
argue that the performer should play a gradual overall crescendo, building the energy past 
the fortissimo marking in m. 206 and the sforzando in the orchestra in the middle of m. 
207, to the A:lt in the beginning ofm. 207. 
There seem to be three possible places for the ending of the phrase: the beginning 
ofm. 206, the beginning ofm. 207, and the middle ofm. 207. The fortissimo marking in 
m. 206 is misleading, in that it may seem like an arrival point. However, the composer' s 
markings, such as the accents in the solo violin from mm. 206-207, and the pesante 
marking in m. 207, seem to indicate that more energy is required after the fortissimo. In 
addition, more volume is certainly needed for the solo violin to be heard through the 
orchestra' s crescendo through m. 206. The performer should also take care not to 
anticipate the diminuendo clearly marked after the A:lt in m. 207 by mistakenly following 
the orchestra' s dynamics in the first half of the measure. The diminuendo marked in m. 
207 after the A :It should be treated like a sympathetic echo of the orchestra's sforzando-
diminuendo. 
Given this evidence, it seems more logical to finish the phrase in m. 207 at the 
lowest point of the chromatic descent. Then, to have enough space to crescendo again all 
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the way to the triple forte at m. 212, one must release energy on the tied quarter notes in 
m. 207 and m. 209 (A:It and F:lt, respectively.) This way one can crescendo more 
effectively and directly all the way from the Gin m. 209 to the highest Db in m. 212. 
Ex. 3-5: Measures 200-212, suggested phrasing/dynamics are indicated in parentheses 
( poco a poco cresc: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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II. Kochanski and Szymanowski 
As previously discussed in the first chapter, Szymanowski and Kochanski had a 
particularly close relationship as friends and collaborators, creating together in Mythes 
(1915) and Violin Concerto No. 1 (1916) a "new style, a new mode of expression for the 
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violin. "53 Later Szymanowski also wrote of being indebted to Kochanski "for imparting 
to [him] his profoundly penetrating 'secret knowledge of the violin' ... "54 As 
Szymanowski's conception of the violin and its sonic possibilities were undoubtedly 
influenced by Kochanski's craft, a closer look at Kochanski's playing might be helpful to 
the performer of this concerto. 
Unfortunately, few recordings exist of Kochanski's playing. However, when 
listening to those that do, such as his recording with Arthur Rubinstein of the Brahms 
Violin Sonata no. 3 in D minor, Op. 10855 , one is immediately struck by his unique 
sound. Kochanski plays with a prominent vibrato and a beautiful spun tone, especially in 
the upper register. His trills and grace notes are particularly brilliant, and he uses 
glissandi and portamenti liberally, at least by contemporary standards, often favoring 
new finger shifts and lower finger substitution shifts to this effect. (One notable example 
is in frrst few measures of the Brahms violin d minor sonata, sliding from the frrst note A 
to the consecutive D, and again from the Fin measure 5 to the next note A.) Also notable 
in Kochanski's playing is a well-proportioned sense ofrubato. When he takes extra time 
with a particular phrase, he will always give the next phrase more forward momentum, 
creating balance. 
As for Kochanski ' s use of the bow, it is always polished, and never rough or 
brazen. As a result, sforzandi and accents always seem to be restrained or underplayed, at 
53 Alistair Wightman, "Szymanowski, Bartok and the Violin," The Musical Times, 122 (1981): 
159. 
54 Karol Szymanowski, "In Memory ofPawel Kochanski," in Szymanowski on Music, ed. Alistair 
Wightman (London: Toccata Press, 1999), 357. 
55 Johannes Brahms, Chamber works with piano, Paul Kochanski and Arthur Rubinstein, 
Biddulph LAB 086, CD, 1993. 
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least by contemporary standards. Kochanski also excelled at lyrical themes and sustained 
melodies, often creating beautiful and seemingly unending long lines. 
While it is not necessary to slavishly copy Kochanski's style while playing this 
specific concerto, it is interesting to think about how certain qualities in his playing might 
have inspired Szymanowski in creating their "violin idiom." For example, the occasional 
brilliant left-hand effects ofthe piece, which include double stop trills, glissandi, 
glissandi trills, and harmonics, bring to mind the coloristic effects of Mythes, Op. 30, 
another violin piece where Kochanski and Szymanowski worked closely together. The 
violin concerto also features a number of lyrical themes in an especially high tessitura, 
such as opening theme in mm. 19-31 , the melody in mm. 48-54, the principal theme in 
mm. 160-168, and Theme C in mm. 464-4 72. It is easy to see how these themes would 
have showcased Kochanski's beautiful tone in the upper register. 
As for Kochanski ' s restrained use of the bow, there are a few places where a 
lighter touch, even when playing forte, might be particularly apt. For example, this would 
be true in phrases where too much sforzando too early might disrupt the overall line, such 
as the sforzando in measure 204, which is in the middle of a long phrase beginning in m. 
200 and ending in m. 207. Other places where an overly heavy right hand would work 
against one's intentions might include climactic moments high up on theE string, such as 
mm. 402-406, or triple-stop marcatissimo, as in mm. 286-291. Both of these examples 
are places where too much force might crush the natural resonance of the string, losing 
pitch in the process. 
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III. Special Techniques 
In the Szymanowski concerto, use of the bow is relatively straightforward. While there 
are a few special techniques such as ricochet or off-the-string marcatissimo triple stops, 
the majority of difficulties involve left hand technique. In this section I will address these 
challenges and offer solutions for their execution. 
One of the features of the concerto is its high tessitura for the solo violin. Much of 
the music is played above fifth position on the E string. While this does make it easier for 
the soloist to project over the thick orchestration, it does present some challenges. 
Beyond the mere difficulties of shifting around at the end of the fmgerboard, it is also 
important to get a beautiful tone in the higher positions. The performer should resist the 
urge to over-vibrate or use too much extra pressure, especially in loud sections, as this 
may produce an unattractive sound. (See, for example, the octaves in m. 94 that 
crescendo into afortississimo high Din m. 95.) Instead, plenty ofbow should be used to 
create as much sound as possible. 
When playing melodies on the E string, one should also resist the natural urge to 
switch between strings as much as possible, as each string has its own unique sound, and 
switching often will disturb the smooth, sustained quality of the lyrical lines in the piece. 
Instead, one can use these melodies as an opportunity to play up large intervallic leaps on 
a single string with a variety of expressive shifts. For example, mm. 19-29 can be played 
on the E string to great effect, moving over to the A string only at the end of the phrase in 
mm. 30-31. Similarly, though uncomfortable, m. 48 can be started on theE string so the 
violin entrance, already shared by the oboe, doesn' t sound muffled. In the principal theme 
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at m. 160, one may be tempted to switch back and forth between the A string and E 
string, but I suggest starting on the A string and staying there until the last E in m. 161 
and then shifting to the E string at the start of the next measure. Then, in mm. 164-168, I 
suggest staying on the E string until the end of the phrase, with an expressive shift 
between the C of m. 165 and the A of m. 166. The same principle applies to the last 
repetition of the A theme in mm. 650-655. 
The concerto also features a number of unique coloristic devices, including 
glissandi, harmonics, double stop trills, glissando trills, and chains of parallel fifths. 
While it is easy to get caught up in the mechanics of executing these challenging figures 
perfectly, it is important to remember the gestural function of these figures, and to project 
the overall gestures accordingly. For example, the parallel fifths in mm. 261-263 should 
sound like smears, echoing the disorderly nature of the sudden transition into the 
scherzando. The glissandi trills ofmm. 505-506 should sound wild and spontaneous, as if 
the previous sixteenths could no longer contain the music's exhilaration. The ricochet 
harmonics of the last four measures of the piece should sound like a careless, impish 
laugh. 
Many sections in the piece contain improvisatory- or rhapsodic- sounding 
material, which is comprised of chains of chromatic notes under slurs. In particular I am 
thinking ofmm. 55-63, or mm. 200-205. These notes must be played as smoothly as 
possible, so the performer should give special attention to the mechanics and timing of 
shifting. For optimal smoothness, one should consider extension fmgerings before 
considering shifting, and if one must shift, shifting must be inaudible. 
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The 3-string triplet marcatissimo figure of Theme B is meant to be percussive as 
well as melodic. (See mm. 286-291 .) The challenge in playing this figure is to hit all 
three strings at once, but to also voice the figure towards the moving line so that it is the 
most audible. In most cases, the moving line will be sandwiched in the middle of the 
three strings used. This will take some experimentation with the angle of the bow hair; I 
would suggest angling away from the topmost open string as it will be the most naturally 
resonant and will tend to drown out the moving line. 
A few spots in the piece feature ricochet technique, most notably mm. 491-196 
and the ricochet harmonics in the last measure of the piece. First and foremost, the 
pitches must speak in order to continue the melodic lines, but the passages should also be 
played with an effortless character. If possible, the player should try to ricochet more 
horizontally without disturbing the natural balance of the bow. 
The cadenza of the concerto presents its own unique difficulties. One of these is 
the abrupt switch between a forte/sforzando figure and a pianissimo dolce line. The 
performer should take advantage of the fermatas, wherever they are, to prepare for the 
following gestures, but also keep moving the bow during the silences to prevent locking 
up the bow arm on the reentrance after the fermatas. Also, as the cadenza can seem a 
little disjointed in the way a new gesture seems to interrupt the previous gesture again 
and again, one should make sure to plan the overall trajectory of the cadenza with 
specific regard to tempo and timing. 
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IV. Dance 
For Jim Samson, Szymanowski's middle-period works were inspired by an 
imaginative inner world shaped by his travels in the Mediterranean and his studies of 
Greek and Oriental antiquity. Furthermore, both song and dance figure prominently in 
Samson's conception of Szymanowski's exotic "interior landscape." 
The key to this inner world lies in Szymanowski's Dionysian surrender during these 
years to the fundamental impulses of song and dance, both coloured by orientalisms and 
both refined and stylized to a point where modal and metric norms respectively are often 
threatened. Many of the middle period works are about song and dance-- The Nightingale 
from the Fairy Princess cycle, the songs of Allah in the Muezzin cycle, the song of the 
sirens in the Metopes, Don Juan's serenade in Masques, "The Dance is Divine' from the 
Hafiz cycle, the garden dance in the Fairy Princess cycle, the dance of the Phaecian 
maidens in Nausicaa from Metopes.56 
An examination of the composer's supposed influences can prove helpful when 
deciding how to play his music. While the Violin Concerto does not have the suggestive 
titles and extra-musical imagery to connect it directly to the "fundamental impulses of 
song and dance," in the second half of the piece we can hear two instances of distinctive 
dances, which demand special attention from the performer. 
The habanera is a Cuban dance, originally imported from Africa, which later 
became popular in Spain. When it was re-exported to Europe in the 19th century, 
composers were attracted to its exotic character; thus, habanera rhythms found their way 
into French instrumental pieces by Saint-Saens, Chabrier, Debussy and Ravel, and also 
inspired Spanish composers including Albeniz, Falla and Montsalvatge. "Its slow tempo, 
in duple metre with a suave and lilting rhythmic ostinato became popular in all strata of 
society. The dance, performed by couples, features stately steps in which the feet are 
56 Jim Samson, "Szymanowski: An Interior Landscape," Proceedings of the Royal Musical 
Association 106 (1979-1980), 71. 
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hardly lifted from the ground, accompanied by sensual movements of the arms, hips, 
head and eyes."57 The habanera ostinato rhythm is characterized by a dotted eighth note 
followed by a sixteenth note and two eighth notes. The dance also features hemiola, as in 
the famous "Habanera" aria from Bizet's Carmen or Saint-Saens' Op. 83 "Havanaise" for 
violin and orchestra. 
Measures 427-439 feature a habanera rhythmic variant, played pizzicato by the 
orchestral strings: an eighth note followed by two sixteenths and two more eighths. 
Meanwhile the violin solo plays a slinky melody (what I've labeled the "Habanera" 
theme in my previous chapter) with triplets that rub suggestively against the duples of the 
orchestra. The rhythm of the oboe in measure 430 (triplet followed by four 161h notes) is 
echoed by the solo violin in measure 434, a variant on the typical triple-duple rhythm in 
habanera melodies. The tambourine flourishes starting in measure 430 allude to the 
exotic origins of the dance. 
Recognizing the habanera dance rhythm is half the battle. The key to performing 
this section successfully lies in way the dance rhythms are played. To forgo rubato, which 
would diffuse the rhythmic tension of the dance, the orchestra and the soloist should play 
in contrasting characters. To ground the dance, the pizzicato rhythm in the orchestral 
strings should be quite steady, never rushed, and played in an arch, haughty character. 
The violin solo rhythm can be played more freely, especially in the triplets, but without 
distorting the dance character of the section, as the tension between the triplet and the 
57 Frances Barulich and Jan Fairley. "Habanera." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. 
Oxford University Press, accessed March 19, 2013, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/12116. 
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duple would be lost. Rather than indulging in exaggerated rubato, then, as might be one's 
inclination with the triplets, the performer should focus on creating an attractive and 
seductive tone color, particularly in the expressive octave leaps in mm. 431-432 and mm. 
437-438. 
The dance rhythm presented earlier in the piece, in mm. 342-349, is not as clear-
cut. The registrally displaced first beat followed by two more beats in a higher register 
seems to indicate a waltz rhythm, in% time. Four-bar periodic phrasing further reinforces 
the impression of a waltz. 
However, a classic waltz has the emphasis on the first beat, followed by two beats 
that are lightly tossed off. The Viennese waltz, championed by the younger Johann 
Strauss, is also typically performed with anAtempause, an anticipation of the second beat 
that gives the Viennese waltz its delightful lilting character. Other waltzes, such as the 
Boston waltz, feature a more even emphasis on all three beats with a hemiola-figure 
across two measures. 
The waltz ofmm. 342-349 instead features an unusual emphasis on the second 
beat. In every measure, starting with the oboe in m. 342, a solo woodwind plays a 
melodic figure that highlights the second beat, which also happens to be marked with a 
tenuto, inviting further emphasis. Fluttering woodwind tremolo-like figures that occur 
only on the second beat of each measure support this emphasis. Together, these two 
woodwind figures seem to stretch the second beat and delay the third beat. Finally, the 
descending chromatic melody of the solo violin, which both comes off a tie on the third 
beat and includes a crescendo, creates a feeling of falling on the last beat of the measure. 
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This manipulation of the waltz rhythm, combined with the slower tempo (marked Poco 
meno: Allegretto), evokes the traditional Polish kujawiak dance. 
The kujawiak is a Polish folk dance from the central Kujawy region, 
"characterized by what is usually called the mazurka rhythm- triple time with a 
displacement of the accent to the second or third beat of the bar. . . [also] distinguished 
from the mazurka by its slower tempo ... It is danced by couples in a circle, who may walk 
(alternately turning towards and leaning away from each other) or revolve around each 
other (with hands free or clasped)."58 The kujawiak, in comparison to its faster cousins, 
the mazurka and the oberek, also features more embellishments and longer phrases. The 
graceful, lyrical nature of the dance is reflected in the character markings for the section: 
grazioso e capriccioso. 
It is tempting for the performer, due to the section's pervasive chromaticism, 
winding arabesque-like woodwind figures, and slow oom-pah-pah rhythm, to imagine 
this dance as a slow and sensual "Dance of the Seven Veils." To this effect, one might 
choose to use a thick, rich sound with ample vibrato, more rubato, and exaggerated 
swelling of crescendi and diminuendi. However, I think the Poco meno, Allegretto, and 
grazioso markings point more chastely to the Polish kujawiak, and the performer should 
thus play this section with a lighter sound, more bow speed, and a gentle, even, swaying 
rhythm. 
58 Stephen Downes. "Kujawiak." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 
Press, accessed May 22, 2013, 
http://www .oxfordmusiconl ine.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/subscriber/article/ grove/music/15 651. 
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V. Narrative 
A narrative approach lends itself towards an emotional or personal understanding of a 
piece. By studying the vicissitudes undergone by the musical agent, one can imagine a 
cohesive narrative journey through the piece that not only guides the listener through an 
unfamiliar work, but may offer the performer a framework for making practical 
decisions. In the Szymanowski violin concerto, a narrative approach seems particularly 
apt because of the continuous length of the single-movement piece, which is divided into 
various episodes, much like the traditional narrative arc of an epic. Furthermore, the 
prelude and the coda frame the story much like the prologue and epilogue of a play. 
The central conflict of the concerto lies in transformative journey undergone by 
the principal theme. As previously discussed in the analysis chapter, the first appearance 
of Theme A contains diatonic harmonies, symmetrical phrasing with clear antecedent and 
consequent qualities, and a lush, romantic orchestration. However, through the gradual 
introduction of minor mode inflections and cluster dissonances, the "innocence" of 
Theme A is slowly tainted, and by the end of Section II, lost. The rest of the piece can be 
read as a quest to re-attain original "innocence," or "happiness." When the original form 
of Theme A is fmally attained in measure 639, the quest is complete. 
In contrast to the graceful, affable nature of Theme A, Theme B has a danse 
macabre-like quality. It features a faster tempo, accents, more dissonant harmonies, and 
repetitiveness of local phrase structure, as each unique two-bar unit is repeated three 
times. Theme B itself is also repeated on other levels, in its different variants (there is a 
triplet marcatissimo version, and a lighter, grazioso version) as well as formally (Theme 
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B as originally heard is repeated later in Section III and Section IV). This extreme 
repetitiveness, as well as a narrow circling of pitches around C and E, seems to suggest 
obsession, perhaps obsession with some earlier traumatic event, such as that undergone 
by Theme A in Section II. I offer that Theme B' s scherzando marking describes not the 
light-hearted joviality typically associated with scherzando passages but the bitter 
sarcastic humor of one affected by tragedy. 
Again in stark contrast with the previous Theme B, Theme C features a slower 
tempo, diatonic harmonies, gently lilting dotted quarter-eighth rhythm, and dolcissimo 
espressivo markings. Harmonics and high-register melodies lend the section an 
otherworldly air, while the lush string-heavy orchestration of Theme C and its ensuing 
measures suggests the textures of Theme A. By recalling memories of an earlier 
innocence, Theme C offers a dreamlike vision of hope in the ongoing struggle of the 
narrative. 
By using these three unique themes as signposts, I will now construct a fuller and 
more complete narrative of the entire piece. As discussed previously, Section I of the 
piece acts as a prelude, or prologue, to the story. The triangle, hushed string tremolos, and 
chirping of the winds create an anticipatory atmosphere, as do the woodwind figures of 
measure 3, which are reminiscent of trumpet fanfare. The orchestra builds in excitement, 
and finally calms in m. 18, as if to lay the carpet for the solo violin entrance. The melody 
of the solo violin' s entrance suspends action with its slower tempo, slower harmonic 
rhythm, static orchestral accompaniment, and freer improvisation-like rhetoric of the 
violin. This action (or suspension of action, rather) is reminiscent of a narrator' s opening 
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monologue. The orchestra interrupts in m. 32 with a sudden sforzando and a flurry of 
16ths, showing movement, possibly a brief change of scenery. But the monologue 
continues in m. 48 in the same slow, unhurried pace. 
The scherzando section of the prelude sends the music into "adventure mode": 
faster tempi, constant 16ths, more dynamic contrasts, and a busier texture overall create a 
huge energy gain, preparing the listener for the start of the dramatic action in Section II. 
Jangly percussion, woodwind and brass fanfare, and march-like rhythms in mm. 122-134 
briefly suggest a military topic. Finally, by contrasting with the earlier diatonic harmonies 
ofmm. 122-133, the whole tone cluster harmonies in the climax atm. 134 sound 
strangely dysphoric, perhaps a foreshadowing of tragedy in later action. 
A harp glissando divides the sections in m. 146, and the curtain opens on our 
narrative proper. In Section II, the romantic idyll of Theme A gradually leads to the 
trauma and disillusionment of the end of Section II through fragmentation of the theme 
and gradual introduction of dissonances. The wandering contours of the theme, starting in 
m. 182, punctuated by descending chromatic lines in the orchestral accompaniment and 
inflection of the minor mode in m. 185, give a vaguely uneasy atmosphere. This leads to 
the solo violin's jarring, dissonant major sevenths in martial rhythm in m. 192, which 
seem to foreshadow disaster. The ensuing climax on Theme A acts as a near miss, and 
disaster seems to be averted by the triumphant aspect of Theme A's return, but the 
uneasiness of the event is still retained in fragmented, minor mode-inflected versions of 
the theme which follow. 
The chromatically descending seventh chords in the orchestra and the gradually 
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descending improvisatory solo violin melody from mm. 200-207 signal a spiraling 
descent into despair, followed by another desperate climb to a climax on Theme A in m. 
212. Once again disaster is averted, as in m. 196, but the following material still has an 
uneasy, meandering quality. In mm. 226-236, the dolce espressivo and sempre 
allargando markings, combined with the gently rocking triplets of the clarinet and the 
quiet ascending melody of the violin gradually disappearing into triple piano, suggest 
falling asleep in a moment of brief serenity. Unfortunately, this peace is short-lived, as 
the nightmare takes over in m. 236 with distorted versions of Theme A, building in 
dissonant layers. This leads to the return of the jarring major sevenths in martial rhythm 
ofm. 192 and fmally the massive cluster chords ofmm. 246-250. In these final measures 
of Section II, Theme A is virtually unrecognizable in its harsh dissonance and loud, 
aggressive character. The gentle innocence of the original Theme A has been lost, twisted 
into a monstrous distortion. 
The next section begins with wind-like movement, with material marked poco 
accelerando and poco a poco crescendo sweeping us into a new Vivace section. The 
scherzando of Section III is characterized not by the playfullight-heartedjoking of the 
prelude, but sarcasm and bitterness, perhaps as an ironic distancing of oneself from the 
pain wrought at the end of Section II. As previously discussed, Theme B is obsessive in 
its repetitiveness and narrow circling of the pitches C and E. The marcatissimo triplet 
variation of Theme Bin m. 284-291 further reinforces the impression of obsession with 
its percussive repetition and sforzando accents in the orchestra. Finally, this variation 
gives way to the dreamlike respite of mm. 298-317, marked malta tranquil! a and 
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dolcissimo espressivo. These brief measures feature the solo violin flying through 
extreme registers, and dancing gracefully in measures 306-314 (the grazioso Theme B 
variation). Regular four-bar phrasing, diatonic harmonies, and lush orchestration with 
slow-moving strings and gently weaving woodwind lines recall Theme A, as if wishfully 
recasting Theme B in a happier light. This material is rudely interrupted in m. 318, and 
we return to the bitter humor of the original Theme Bin m. 322. 
The sudden transition in m. 332 is disorienting, with layered woodwind arpeggio 
figures that sound almost random in their chromaticism. The suddenly slower tempo 
(poco meno mosso rna sempre vivace e scherzando) and overlapping offbeat entrances in 
the winds, celeste and piano seem to obscure the meter. The effect is like entering a 
wormhole, and when we come out the other side, we fmd ourselves in a slow dance of 
triple meter, with rhythms much like those of a Polish kujawiak. The tender graceful 
nature of the folk dance, with its regular phrasing and rhythms, seems to suggest a 
simpler and more peaceful time and place. But as the peaceful mood draws to a close, the 
music is interrupted in m. 358 with a wild glissando that pulls us back to earth, and back 
to a obsessive and anxious Vivace assai in m. 364. A repetitive ostinato of 16ths and 
eighths begins in the orchestral strings, while the solo violin plays a similarly repetitive 
melody in uneven measure groupings. With the recurrence of Section II themes in m. 382 
(the sevenths in the solo violin are a rhythmically augmented version of m. 192) comes 
the resurgence of Section II-related anxiety. Measures 390-393 and its upward-reaching 
transposition in mm. 396-399 sound desperate, showing a striving towards an A-theme 
ideal. 
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The orchestra takes over in the interlude beginning in m. 410, with a sweeping 
and triumphant major key return to Theme A in the horns (though not yet an exact 
return.) The stepwise descending bass line, gradual slowing of tempo (ancora poco meno 
and allargando ), gradual diminuendo, as well as the gently repetitive triplet rhythms of 
the strings in mm. 416-424, suggest a relaxing of tension. Finally, the harmonic rhythm 
grinds to a halt, and the melody seems to get stuck on A~, slowly and quietly repeating 
itself, as if falling asleep. This stasis continues into the next section, bringing us into a 
mysterious dream world; quietly, habanera rhythms begin in m. 428. 
The arrival of Theme C soon after in m. 455 signals the first real glimmer of 
effortless calm since the beginning of Section II. The dolce espressivo marking, gentle 
triplet rhythms, diatonic major key harmonies add to the atmosphere of transcendence. 
The high register and harmonics of the solo violin give the section a heavenly, 
otherworldly air. Unfortunately this dream, like all dreams, cannot last, and the 
risvegliando (literally, "awakening") of m. 487 jolts us awake with percussive violin 
ricochet and ringing trills, bringing us back down to earth again with the downward 
trajectory of the melodic line. 
The return to reality is initially met with optimism: the diatonic ism of the Theme 
C section is sustained through m. 524, punctuated by the solo violin's upwards-sweeping 
glissando trills in mm. 505-506 and the return of the lighthearted, grazioso Theme B 
variation. However, the return to the original B-theme soon ends this optimistic streak, 
reminding us of earlier anxieties, and building to a roughfortississimo in a moment of 
crisis right before the cadenza. Finally, here in the cadenza, the mood becomes 
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introspective. The soft wistfulness of the higher sustained lines and the earthy grappling 
in the louder G-string gestures mimic the high and lows of an internal struggle. 
After the cadenza, the violin falls silent, and in the lengthy orchestral interlude 
that follows, the orchestra carries the music to its fmal triumph in m. 639, the long-
awaited attainment of Theme A in its original form (presented in A major, which 
hearkens back to the theme's beginnings in A~ major). The innocence of the original 
Theme A in A major could never be regained, but the attainment of its original form, in a 
new key, represents a certain triumph over adversity at the end of a journey. (And yet, 
interestingly, the solo violin does not participate in this triumph. Is it a real triumph, then, 
or an imagined triumph? The composer seems to leave the answer ambiguous.) A brief 
restart in m. 648 and an ascending scale-like piano figure in 650 suggest a quick closing 
of the curtain, an end to the dramatic action proper. When the solo violin returns in 
measure 650, its melody briefly points back to Themes A and C, summarizing only the 
happiest moments of the piece. Finally, the last six measures are a light, sparkling, and 
playful afterthought, as in Puck's lines at the end of Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's 
Dream: "If we shadows have offended/Think but this, and all is mended/That you have 
but slumber'd here/While these visions did appear." 
Once the narrative is established, the performer can channel his or her energies 
more effectively towards making that story come alive. Using one's analytical insights to 
tease out the different emotional states of a narrative not only creates logical guidelines 
for interpretation, it gives the performer the freedom to concentrate his or her energies on 
using all the tools in his or her toolbox to communicate the emotional message of the 
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piece. Here is where the creativity of the performer can really come into play. 
How does one communicate the different events unfolding throughout the 
concerto? To portray the sweet innocence of principal Theme A, I would suggest a warm, 
slighter wider vibrato, flat bow hair, expressive shifts, and unhurried phrasing and tempo. 
For the bitter sarcasm of Theme B, I would suggest a harder-edged sound with more grit, 
faster bow, and exaggerated crescendos and diminuendos. For the dreamlike 
transcendence of Theme C, a lighter, faster bow combined with a narrower, faster vibrato 
for an airy, shimmering sound. Again and again, for each unique melody and theme, one 
must decide on how to achieve the desired effect, then how to flow seamlessly from one 
section to another. While the final decisions may vary from one violinist to the next, the 
work of the performer is coming up with well-researched and well-reasoned solutions to 
these interpretive questions. 
Conclusion 
Through the different methods outlined in this chapter, I hope to have given 
performers of the Szymanowski violin concerto some ideas for creating an interpretation 
informed by analysis. By starting from a clear analytical foundation, whether structural, 
contour/shape, genre, or narrative, one is able to create a more balanced, logical, and 
nuanced interpretation. Rather than being a straitjacket for creativity and spontaneity, 
well thought-out analysis liberates performers by giving them specific tools and 
blueprints for building their own pathways through the piece, tools more sophisticated 
and useful than "play what you feel" or "follow the phrase." Through the cumulative 
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effect of this multifaceted approach, the performer can engage with the work in a way 
that acknowledges both the work's complexity and the performer' s personal intuitive 
responses to the piece. 
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